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PREFACE
Ownership and access to land is an issue of
immense significance to tribal and indigenous
peoples worldwide. While a great deal of attention
has been rightly. paid to the perilous situation of
indigenous peoples in the Americas, Australasia and
Asia, very little has been heard of the situation of
the 'Northern Minorities' of Siberia. let, like other
groups, their lands and resources have been stolen,
their populations dispersed, their cultur, s and
languages neglected or repressed and their political
rights suppressed. Today, they are fighting to retain
their lands, cultures and languages.

report marks the start of a new stage in the W(0'1. of
%north Rights Group in Eastern Europe and the fOrnier
USSR. lielOre 19S5 direct contacts with researchers in
the region were few and sporadic and information on
ininorih sitnations came 'nand\ through (Niles and
clandestine channels. This report Valditin is
the first \\ hid! NIRG has commissioned (limed\ from an
ilithor in this region.

Vakhtin began 1:;s academic. career as a linguist
specializing in the languages of the 'Northern Minorities'.
the indigenous peoples of the far north and eastern
seaboard. Man\ native languages were disappearing as
the rise Or Russian was promoted through the boarding-
s;.hool s\ stem. wherek young children \\ ere taken from
their families and did not return on a permanent basis
until late adolescence. The result was a 'broken
generation' who had lost their lang,nage. culture and,
flemientk. reason 1"or using. As he became more imoked
with these communities. Vaklitin realized that unless
radical measures were taken, the peoples and their
unique was of hie were destined to disappear.

From the 19:20s onwards the official \iew of minority
rights in the USSR \\ as that the issues had been
satisfactorik resolved through Communism and the
supposedl\ de\ ol\ ed administrative structure of the
So\ let State. OutwardI\ . this appeared to have some
credibility: each major nationalit \ had its own republic.
smaller nationalities had autonomous republics, or regions
and even the smallest groups had some fOrm of official
recognition. f lowever. these rights existed more on paper
than in practice and the dominant power was the
centralized Communist State. with a language and culture
11(avik dependent on Russia.

From 198.5 the process of glasnost and the opening of
Soviet society to internal and external scrutiny,
demonstrated that minority issues had not been solved
and were, in fact. a source of simmering discontent and
frustration both with monolithic Communism and
Russian chauvinism. The loudest voices came from the
most nationally minded republics, where the gap between
the promises not the reality of a supposedly devolved
state structure were greatest. The increasing ethnic and

political tensions oldie 1990s resulted in the breakaway
oldie republics and the dissolution of the USSR.

lint this has not ended minorit \ grievances nor stilled
minority voices. Fur many their present situation in the
new republics shows little change from the old regime.
This is especialk true for the smaller peoples. such as the
'North"rn Nlinorities. As Vaklitin demonstrates in this

report. not (ink ha\ e they suffered abuse and
discrimination under the So, let system hilt because of the
totalitari:el nature of the S\ stein. there were almost no
legitimate channels of representation or protest.

Tin. basis ot ilk. 'Northern Nfinoities. \\ a\ of life is land
111(1 water and the animals and fish that liV(.11/111% yut till.

go\erunienl iii (11(. did not respect either the
people or the land. seeing, it onl \ as an area ripe for
e\ploitation ;111(1 settlement. \lassive industrial projects
have destrmed the hirests, poisoned the 5\ ater\\ ays and
skies. The native peoples. \\ ho lived \vith their harsh
enxironment for centuries. had to dismantle their
traditional habitats and move into ahitrarilv designated
go\ erninent settlements. 'These policies, carried out over
a period of .10 \ ears. need to be reconsidered and
reversed if native peoples are to survi \ e.

There is (oda\ S01111' 1101)(' for 1he11' filtlire for. as this
report slimy,, O \ (r the past fe\y \ ears there has been a
resurgence of indigenous political acti \ it \ . at local,
regional. national and international le\ el. There have
been successful protests against the siting, of factories and
other destructive industrial projects by local communities,
using the media \\lien the :nlininistrati\ e and judicial
s\ stems have failed them...I-he Northern Minorities ha\ e
established their o\vit national association .ind ha\ e made
contacts \vith other inclig,enous peoples \vorld\vide. 'Hie\
are demanding the ratification of international standards
on Indigenous Peoples by the new Russian State.

This report (mils with a series of recommendations which
presented 10 ill(' $2:0\ ermlictit of Russia and to

the international communit\ . These I)irections for the
Future' are not e and. themselves. the\
cannot solve all the pressing problems facing the
Northern Minorities. they are intended IS a guide to
good practice and its benclon..rlss for measuring
achie\cil«.nts. The new Russian State has been presented
\id' a great opportimit \ to 1)1)Ve to
minority rights and the rule of lass.. Its treatment of its
o\vil native peoples \\ ill be a c101(101 test of that
commitment.

Alan Phillips
Executive Director
An,.;uAt 1992
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GLOSSARY
of terms used in this report

Abbrexiations and terms from Russian

Arktikneftcgazstrov Arctic Department for
Oil and Gas Construction.

Committee of the North Organization
responsible for research into and welfare of
Northern Minorities. 1924-35.

Dal'strov the chief administration fOr the
development of the Far North in the 1930s.

Dacha Russian country cottage, used often
(hiring holidays and weekends by town
dwellers.

Glayscvmorput Central Agency for the
Northern Passage. The central government
ministry of the 1930s.

GUIAG Chief Administration of Corrective
Labour Camps and Labour Settlements. The
extensive prison labour system.

KGB Committee fO State Security, 1954-91.

Kolkhoz collective farm.

fl

Narkomnatz Peoples' Commissariat of
Nationalities. The Nlinistry responsible fO
nationalities and ethnic: groups after the 1917
Resolution.

NKVD People's Commissariat of Internal
Affairs. The Internal Security Nlinistn
(19:34-54) and predecessor of the K( ;11

Ohlastnichestvo Regionalism. A school of
political thought of the Siberian intelligentsia
in the early 20th Cntun.

RSFSR Russian Federation. The largest of
the constituent republics of the limier USSR.

Soviet Council. Also used in a broader sense
to refer to the Communist system of
administration.

Taiga coniferous fOrest.

Tundra arctic plain with pernaanenth fro/ell
subsoil and lichens. mosses and dwarfed
sc het at loll.

USSR Union of Socialist Soviet Republics.
1922-91.

Adminiq rater(' termittoio,*:

Ohlast/Krai Province

Okrug Region

Raion District

(See also, diagram On p.14 of this report )

TABLE 1
OFFICIAL NAMES AND
SELF-APPELLATIONS

Official names, variants of names and
self-appellations

Aleuts,' Unangans

(:Iikhee, Luoravetlans, ()ravedlans. Chawchnwats
(:luivans

1)olgans, Sakhas

yenisv, sainovds, mad',
Eskimos,' vipigyts. fulls
EVCiiks, ()r0(11011S, Ttillg,IIS

FNellS,5 Lanurts
Kainchadals

Kets, Yenisev Ostvaks

Khants,'' Khante. Ostvaks

Km-yaks: Nvinvlans, (:liavlitivens
Nlansi.

Nanais. Nani, Golds
Negidals. fakan 13eyenin. Elkembevs

Nenets.s I lasava. Yuraks. Samoyeds

Nganasans. Nva, Tavgivan Samoyeds. Tavgivans

Orohi, Orohili, Nani
()roks. Urta.

Lopas
Serkiips,1" Ostyak-Salim\ eds

Tolidas. Tofu. Toklia. Tura. Karauas

Ude;.m.,e, Ucleklw. Ude

Naiii. Nitni
Yukag,irsil (Mids. Vachils

From: Inc/igruotiv Peoples rat t/te Soviet Nordi.
1 \\GIA. 1990: p.13: Einicheskout.
1987. p.p.67.101.

Notes

t,

Is

11

The list sometimes includes Shoes but
excludes the Yakuts and Komi.
Actually two groups and two languages.
Several subgroups and dialects.
Three groups and three languages
(one nearly extinct).
Several subgroups and dialects.
Two groups and two groups of dialects.
Several subgroups, speaking closely related
languages Alvutor. Karagin. et.).
Several subgroups, speaking clifferent dialects.
Several subgroups, speaking languages that
are not mutually understood.
Several subgroups and several languages.
Two groups and two languages.
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INTRODUCTION
The 'Northern Nlinorities' is an official term used to
describe the 26 peoples who live in a vast territory ov-
ering about -IS per cent of the former USSR and 5S per
Cent of the IlW RI1SSiall State. This land encompasses
almost all of Siberia and stretches along the coastline of
the Arctic Ocean from the White ..eaS in the west to the
Bering Strait in the east, including Kamchatka and the
island of Sakhalin. Thus 'the North', according to most
definitions, measures about 11.1 million sq. Ion. and is In
comparison, substantially larger than the Culled States
including \htska.

The Environment
The lands of the Northern Minorities are crossed by sev-
eral great rivers including the Oh', Enisev. Lena, Kolvma
and Amur, and are divided into three separate Clinlati

tunda Arctic plain, where the subsoil is frozen.
forest tundra and taiga (coniferous forest 1. The forested
region contains elk. bears, squirrels, hares, foxes. martens.
ermine and a variety of birds but. further northwards, the
fOrest gives way to tundra between latitiale 66° and 70 °N.
The latter has relatively few species of fauna: reindeer,
Arctic loxes. lemmings. snowy owls, ptarmigan. various
ducks and geese, several species of salmon as well as
fishes similar to those of the forest area.

Summers arc short and cool while winters are long. dark
and sometimes extreme's cold. especially away from the
sea. \Vinter temperatures of the eastern coast (in
Chnkotka and Kamchatka as well as those of the
westernmost part (close to the Norwegian border) are
relatisely mild. Yet deeper into the land mass till
Continental ChilkOtka and Yakiltia) the mean January
temperatures often reach -50-C. with a maximum of
-70°C recorded in Verkhoyansk and Os nival«,n. Summer
temperatures of 4:30°C are common.'

The People
The phrase 'Northern Minorities' is more of it metaphor
than a scholarly term and was first introduced into Soviet
legislation by two decrees of the Central Executive
Committee and the Council of People's Commissars of
the USSR ire 1925 and 1926. Yet, like 'American Indians'
or 'Africans'. it covers Veil' different ethnic groups which
archaeological sources prove have been hying in this area
for thousands of years and which, in the past, had
different Si lmistence strategies, cultures, mythologies and
languages.

Traditionally, there were two main types of ((commis:
reindeer herding, mostly in the tundra; and fishing, and
hunting in the forest, tundra and the sea. Reindeer
herders were nomadic, while hunters and fishers were
either permanent settlers or wandered within a limited
territory on a seasonal basis. Although culturally very
diverse, in the past the Northern Minorities adapted to
the climate and seasons so that a Chukchee herder
obtained everything he needed from his reindeer, an
Eskimo sea-hunter extracted as much from the sea, a
Nivkh fisherman managed to find all that was necessary
from fishing and hunting.

The houses of the nomads were movable and made of
deer skins while the fishermen and sea-hunters lived
either in tents Wade Of tree bark, or ire semi-subterranean
lints cos erect by skins, or earth and moss. All the peoples
used animal skins (deer. fc,x, wolf. seal. etc.) to make their
clothes, and these differed Yen. in CH(' and design.
Transport was by deer- Or dog-sledge although soine
would also ride 011 deer back.

The languages spoken belong to different language
families: Tungus-Nlanchil. Finno- Ugric. Turkic. and

Matis of these languages are lingilist lc
isolates (having no known genetic relations) and none of
them are related to Russian in anyway.

Today
This report. in spite of its ',resits-. attempts to cover all the
26 Northern Minorities, cacti with their own history,
problems and characteristics. All the Northern peoples
share one common feature that makes writing ), general
report )(bout them a necessity: today, in the earls IthiOs,
they live in a situation that can best he described as an
'ethnic c'atastr'ophic'.

Contact with an industrial State has caused this (1;saster
(and has been responsible for similar extreme problems
all over the circumpolar north but. in the case of the
Northern Nlinorities, the consequeles were increased
tenfold his the h0,rwtent unthinking and often even
criminal policy of the totalitarian State which held
complete con.ol over the situation for the last 70 years.

The Northern Nlinorities. of course. were not the olds
people to suffer from this polies fort affected the whole
countrs , even man and woman, every social and ethnic
group. Indeed. sonic groups Inas have suffered more than
others, if it is possible to compare sufferings at all. but the
problem of the Northern Minorities was that they were,
and still are. extreme's- vulnerable because of their fragile
environment. small numbers and because of certain
cultural harateristics they possessed. This is why,
although they were nes er an object of deliberate
suppression, the situation the\ find themselves in today is
so desperate.

In spite of this cry difficult situation. the Northern
Minorities still exist. "Iles onlinite to live in their
traditional territories; they still retain close bonds with
their land; the\ still keep, at least in some places, their
traditional cultures and languages and they still retain a
right to be called human beings and to have human rights.

Ilowever, this report argues that individual human rights
are insufficient in their case. They need group rights,
special (Mention, special protection and very strong
affirmative action policies.

Names and Numbers
1)ifferent sources give different lists of names for the
Northern Minority groups. This unstable terminology
reflects changes in knowledge so that, for example, during
the 19th and early 20th Centuries, different 'external'
names, chance names and nicknames were widelv in use
instead of the self-appellations which are nosy commonly,
although not consistently, used.



()Ificiall%. 2(i Northern Nlinorities are recogni/ed but it is
difficult to be esat since there :tre 110 1%11111110 Criteria to
distinguish bet \\veil a 'people'. a 'tribe'. an 'ethos'. and
an 'ethnic group'. 1,ing.iiisti criteria do not help either: it
is impossible to distinguish bet \\veil a language and a
dialect \vhen discussing a language \\-ith nn Nritten form.

Toda . the accepted official nomenclature of the
Northern Minorities. and of their lang;uages. no longer
matches the level of our km) \\ledge. (;rolips that are
described as 010 .1001)1C' 01.111 list 111011111.101S Or kilo-

nivtrcs av)1\ from each other in completely different
en\ ironitients and. moremer. iiia\ not e\en kii()\\ ()reach
other's existence (Iiil:ag,irs are the most striking example".
1Isc). die . often speak languages that are not mutual( \
understood. On the other hand. common self-appllations
often help different greups to Isep a common identit \
this is true for the Eveillc. of south-east alotha and for
different groups of Nencts.

T\vo other indigenous gunips should lie mentioned. 'The
anti Komi are usuallx excluded Iron) the list of

Northern Minorities because they are much larger than
the others. and also because the\ possess their ()\\
autonomous republics \\ ithin Russia. I lo\vc\ cr. the\ do
share some characteristics \yid) the 26 smaller groups.

\s \s ill) the names of the different Northern \linorities.
19th Centur data about numerical strength is rliahle 161-
\ er\ le\\ tribes and should he referred to \Oh c,11011111.
1101sCs CI% StallS10'111 soirees. \j(li
\s oils iu 14)1 the \ (1,.(ail,.(1 :ot.tl\ses bus

;rnilimpolotsjst,, \\ ()rising at the ',Iberian Department of
the Institute of EtImograpli\ in \losc(155. do altos for a

acoirate picture of the population (I\ mimic during
this period.

It \\ as not until the cells)), of that relatiscl \ stilt
statistical information could he found on the Northern

to tilt, tlocnnlenl, the total
'Northern' population those li\ ing in \ ast MCI.
m.51'111111111011 mi. kin.' \vas I 2-1.62.5.-

Is the 1959 census. the NI/A' 1/1 the Northern Mill(11111CS
\vas 1:11.1:;6 .ghoul 0.I per cent ()I the population of the

The 1959 census gi \ es the total strength as
15 :1. (1(1 licr cent of the tntal luipillation or the
l Still Scr TriNt

TABLE 2
NUMBERS OF NORTHERN
MINORITIES ACCORDING
TO THE CENSUSES OF
1926,

dents
Chukchee

1959, 1989

1926 1959

3:331 121

i .133.1 117:27

1989

702

13151

.1111\1111S 705 1511

1)olgans 656 39.31 6932

nts, -1'12 209

Eskimos 129:1 I I I 1719

\ enks :1,()05 24710 :1016:3

Evens 20 I-1 5121 17199

!whitens `).59 1109 2451

kets 112'1 1019 I I 1.3

K.hants 17:3:31 19110 22501

Korsal,s 71:29 657 9:212

\ lansi 609:i 9119 1/4,161

Nailais 1'160 5016 I 202.I

Ncwdals ill 622

\encl. 16117 2:21107 .1166.;

V.I.(tnasalls 71'1 127's

Maki 1076 :3717 1673

Orolu (ill 752 91)
orolss 162 190

1720 1792 1'190

Sefluips 1611 :3765 .16.21

olalars 117)

l'dcgc 1:3717 1111 201 I

[kin :,055

l'ulsagirs 11:1 112 1112

Er0111' IM/1(11(116 eldt, `)',/ \,,,1//
111.( :I \. 1)eciiiiieta ( .upenli,v4e11.1990.

p I:I: Einichketp orzu iiiq min uht,61111
Sol cot t S,(1, /), nod. Nanka Publishers
\loso\\ 1957. pp. 67 101.
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THE COMING OF THE
RUSSIANS

'Siberia is sometimes regarded as a country
originally peopled by political exiles and

NI. Czaplicka, 1914

There are few serious Soviet historical studies of the
peoples classified as 'Northern Minorities', or of the area
they' inhabit. The material that does exist is largely
pseudo-scholarly speculation outlining their supposed
rapid tuol etmsistent development which allegedly began
immediately after the October Revolution of 1917 and
quickly brought them from a stone age environment to a
technologically advanced and flourishing economic, social
and cultural condition, in line with the rest of the country.

This perspective arbitrarily splits the history of the Northern
Minorities into the same periods as Soviet history: the
Revolution of 1917: the Collectivization of 1929-33: the
Patriotic War of 1941-5 and so on However, in order to
understand the contemporary situation of the native
peoples of the North it is necessary to go imich further hack

in time than 1917, and also to use very different criteria to
outline the changes in their experience.

Without this longer historical viewpoint, it is not possible
to see how they came to be in the catastrophic situation
they are facing today, nor is it possible to explore
constructive solutions which might enable them to find a
new and more positive role.

Russian Colonization
Before the 16th Century, the native peoples of the far
North had no contact with Europeans. It was only around
the 1550s that the first fur traders and cossacks
penetrated the area ast of the Ural mountains which
form a natural borderline between Europe and Asia.
Russians, and others in the service of Russia, made a
spectacular advance across Siberia from the Urals to the
Pacific between 1580 and 1640 - a distance of 5,000 km.

in 60 Years. This conquest of north Asia was accomplished

more by a process of infiltration than by military action
but nevertheless the whole process had great impact on
the life and fate of the indigenous population.

By the 17th Century, the Russians knew, under various
!mines, the ancestors of all the ethnic groups now living in
the far north; by the end of the 18th Century, settlement.;
of Russian peasants, hunters, sailors and merchants,
located mostly along large rivers, were covering the vast
territory, including the coast of' Alaska.

The Russian annexations of the first 200 years did not
lead to any noticeable decrease in the numbers of native
peoples. The main goal of the central government, as well

as of the local authorities and private merchants, was not

LJi

to wipe out the tribespeople but to turn them into reliable
suppliers of tribute. mostly' in the form of furs. Trade with
the Russians, however, greatly affected some traditional
economies. From reindeer breeding, hunting and fishing
many of' the native peoples shifted gradually to fur
hunting and trapping in order to exchange (he furs for
industrial goods at the trading stations. Others developed
a lunch larger-scale reindeer-breeding economy which
had not previously existed. (Reindeer were bred for meat.
skins. fat and transport. Their skins were used for clothes
and tents and their fat for heating, fuel for lamps and
food.)i,

In its encroachment on native peoples and their land.
Russian colonialism there titre showed similarities to that
in other parts of the world. Some native groups willingly
became subjects of the Russian Empire, seeking
protection from Russian military forces against their
neighbours, while others opposed the intruders, either by
abandoning their territories and moving away. or by
armed resistance. Contrary to commonly accepted
opinion within Russia, however, the Russians demon-
strated racial prejudice and treated their subject peoples
no more kindly than did other colonial powers.

Traditional tribal organization undenvent deep changes
during this period and manv ancient social institutions
were changed. In the 17th and 18th Centuries there were
migrations and population: shifts both within a single
ethnic group and between several of them but, as a rule.
these migrations were not accompanied by military
dashes.

The ethnographic map of Siberia therefore changed and
became much more complex in the 400 Years from the
early period of Russian contact to the beginning of the
20th Century.. Those areas occupied by tundra Nen-ts.
Chukchee, Evenks and Evens grew noticeably, while
Entsv, Yukagirs. Korvaks, 1ft-hi-lens and Eskimos lost
much of their territory. In general. the groups who lived
on fishing and hunting lost land, while nomadic reindeer
breeders trained it.'

19th Century Administration
From the 17th to the 19th Centuries. administration of
the native peoples was carried out by a system of gover-
nors. through local chiefs and elders. The responsibility of
the elders included judicial. policing and fiscal functions.
as well as collecting the fur tribute. In practice. the tribes
were thrown upon the mercy of the Siberian admin-
istration which, even compared to that of European
Russia. was notorious for its embezzlement of State
property and for Yiolence.9

During 1819-20, Mikhail Speranskv. the closest adviser at
that time to Emperor Alexander I and the author of the
first liberal reform plan for Russia. devised the 'Code of
Indigenous Administration. The code. which became law
in 1822, was, by the standards of its time, an exceptional
legal document in which an attempt was made to protect
by law the native population of' the land that was being
colonized and to give those who were settled the same
rights as Russian peasants. It also showed a sincere desire
to preserve the native economy against Russian capitalism
and to protect the original culture.



During the course of the 19th Century, numerous
amendments were made to the code in attempts to
improve it. Finally. in 1892, all these were amalgamated
into the 'Statute of the Indigenous Peoples'm which
remained in effect until the 1917 Revolution.

Unfortunately, though, the implementation of the law
lagged far behind its adoption. In particular, the
Government failed to fling the wave of Russian
colonization k. legal boundaries and Russians penetrated
deeper and deeper into native territories, violating
indigenous rights. Governmental officials had only limited
knowledge of' local conditions in the North and their
honesty left much to be desired. Gradually, especially
after Speranskv retired, the protective measures receded
and the administration took the side of' the colonialists
completely. Expropriations of indigenous land followed,
often accompanied by violence and military clashes.

The law also failed to protect the minorities from
exploitation by traders. For example, the fur merchants,
who had real power in Siberia, often bartered with vodka
for the goods offered by the indigenous peoples, and it
was not long before the natives became addicted to
alcohol and their impoverishment reached new depths)/

BY the early 20th Century the situation in the North was
relatively stable and the living conditions of' most of the
native peoples were generally hard. Although in theory
they possessed various rights and privileges, in practice
their actual rights were iihoost nil. Many therefore tried
to preserve their way of life by escaping further to the
north or east where there were no Russians: they would
come out to the trading stations once or twice a wear to
exchange fur for powder. bullets. rifles, flour, salt, cloth,
instruments, and then disappear again into remote tundra
and taiga.

The poor conditions and general situation of the native
peoples did. however, concern some of the Siberian
intelligentsia who developed a school of' thought called
()Nast/lie/zesty() i'Regionaliser0, a political movement
%cry popular in Siberia in the early 20th Century. The
Regionalists supported Siberian self-government and the
establishment of a Siberian regional parliament, arguing
that it was impossible to implement a working system of
representatives from the minorities in the State
Parliament in Petersburg, at that time the capital of the
Russian Empire. They therefore proposed the establish-
ment of 'special territories', after the model of North
American Indian or Australian Aboriginal reserves, where
non-native settlements would be forbidden) Ilempver.
these ideas were not implemented.

10

NORTHERN
MINORITIES:
1917-1930
The first decade after the Bolshevik Revolution was an
important one for the Northern Minorities. They were
still subject to the laws of' a foreign government and a
foreign ideology but while some scholars and officials
attempted to protect them, others saw them us ignorant
and inferior and their lands as rich resources for the State,
Several of the ideas and plans formed on their behalf
during this period arc still relevant today.

The Bolshevik Revolution of 1917
Many new laws were passed after the 1917 October
Revolution when the Bolshevik Party, under Lenin's
leadership, seized power. Sonic of these concerned the
Northern Minorities and the most important of all from
their point of view was passed in November 1917. Called
the 'Declaration of Rights of the Peoples of Russia', it
proclaimed the inalienable right for the 'free development
of ethnic minorities and ethnographic groups that live
within the territory of Russia',ut The 1918 Constitution
also guaranteed 'equal rights to all the citizens, irrespec-
tive of their racial or ethnic affiliation'.),

During the Civil War (1918-231. Soviet power in the
North was consolidated although the new government
paid little attention to the native peoples. 'Soviets'
councils) were formed but in many areas the native

population did not understand their function and, not
without reason. saw them as a threat to their welfare.

By 1923, the dominance of the Soviet authorities was
complete in most parts of' the North. The former native
administrative strictures, together with all the organs of the
former Tsarist administration, had been dismissed and the
'Statute of the Incligenmis Peoples' had been abrogated.

The Committee of the North
After the 1917 Revolution, a special ministry called
'Narkommitz' (People's Commissariat of Nationalities)
was formed which was responsible for national affairs.
Until 1921, it was Narkomnatz which functioned as an
administrative body ostensibly responsible for Northern
affairs but it had no local structures of its own and hence
no real authority. This was eloquently expressed in a
report by the Enisev Soviet in 1923:

The natives live by exploiting the zoological
resources, while the Russians live by exploiting
the natives... The native people of the North
live beyond the Constitution of the Russian
Republic. '15

In April 1923, mainly as a result of the persistent and
patient efforts of Professor Vladimir Bogoraz, a distin-
guished anthropologist who had spent a decade in exile
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among the Northern Minorities. Narkomnatz recom-
mended that a new body be estahlished u

Mtn of helping the indigenous peoples towards equal
rights. Thus. on 20 June 1024. the Presidium of the
Central Executive Committee the supreme govern-
mental hods- of the 11SSII before 19:3(i) voted to establish
the 'Committee for Assisting the Peoples of the tar
North', better known as the 'Committee of the North'. Its
purpose was to 'define and to reserve the territories
necessary for the life and cultural development of each
ethnic group'.

The ( :ommittee of the North consisted of high-ranking
government officials and scholars with the following
organizational. planning and research functions:

To investigate, develop and implement the measures
necessary for economic progress in the region.

To studs- the history, culture and everyday life oldie
Northern Minorities and to ecillect information alanit
their needs.

investigate measures necessary to guard them

against exploitation.

To define the basic principles of tut administrative and

judicial system in the area.

In practice. the achievements of the Committee of the
North were more modest because of insufficient funding

and its work was eventually curtailed because of the
growing power of totalitarian Communism. Nevertheless.

it wits made up of exceptionally knowledgeable and
enthusiastic scholars who had an enormous influence on
even' aspect of the economic, cultural and social life in
the North. Its journal, Severnaya Avia, einititined brilliant

studies of the Ilk-style of the Northern Minorities.

Conservatives and Radicals
For the first ten years after the formation of the
(:ommittee of the North. all discussants about the social
and legal status of the indigenous peoples concentrated.
at first covert's- and later quite openly. around the
struggle between two main schools of thought which can

be designated 'conservative and 'radical'.1'

The Conservatives had as their basic am( to protect the

culture and way of life of the Northern Minorities from

outside interference. This position was the essential's
ethnographic and philanthropic- view of mans- 'mini/ors of
the Committee. However. the Radicals pot class above
nationality and had as their ultimate aim the elimination
of ethnic distinctions and eventually the merging of all tin'

ethnic groups in 011 'Soviet people'. This Was the official

view of the ruling Communist Party.]:

The main issue of controversy ss as the status of the
territories populated by the Northern Minorities. Since
the Conservative position was based primarily on d
1111111alliStle and respectful attitude towards the peoples
and cultures of the Northern !Minorities. it advocated
their slow and gradual inclusion into the economic and

social 16 of the rest of' the 01111t1A

TO achieve this. the Conservatives put forward 0 plan
(similar to that of the Regionalists/ that certain 'reserved'
lands should he established on the same principle as the

\no-rican Indian reserves.is 'These wool(' he controlled by
the central government but the traditional life of the
Northern Minorities would he able to he sustained. At the
same time, there was to he it hall nn nest tiNtlerS. 1)0111

and those belonging to other indigenous tribes.
since the merging of the Russian and aboriginal
population 'means death for the indigenous people'.
The territories were to he protected by special laws, such

as a prohibition on sales of' alcohol. restrictions on private
trade, the organization of schools and medic-al services
and allowances in the form of clothing and ul. Educa-
tion was to link closely to traditional life and activities
'Nomadic' schools were proposed and teachers were to be
recruited and trained from the tribes themselves.:m

The Radicals, on the other hand. claimed that the
supposed differences between the Northern Minorities
and the majority population were not factually based and

so their road to social progress should be similar to that of
the country as a whole. (4-nerallv. the Matti objective of

their 'Northern offensive' was to clit.gover and exphiit the
natural and mineral resources of the area: timber, gold
and. later. nil and gas. The aboriginal population was seen
only as a Weans to this end (Ind in fact were often
considered to he 'savages'. cad turalls inferior to the
Russians. At the same time, the Radicals recognized that

It was necessary to supply food to the minority peoples
since they would not otherise SCrViCC, nor he able to
help. the Russians to colonize the region. This position
was formulated quite bluntly (end explicitly in an article in
1025. 'all other problems of Northern Asia are inevitably
subordinate, in some WOV or other, (0 the possibility of
future industrial development.'-'i

At the beginning of its sistene, the Committee o1. the

North followed the Conservative position. This was ooh'
possible while the new (:oninniiiist power was still weak
and while it reluctantly tolerated those who inlvocated

cautious and gradual deselopinnt policy for the North.
I loss ever. in line with changes elsewhere tit the
the position of the Radicals had hecome stronger by the
end of the 1920s. They urged an end to 'fussing ove the
Northern Nlinonties. denied the necessity for 'special
onditions for their des(-lopment ;Ind demanded

immediate colic/elk i/ation as well as a ruthless campaign
against the kulak Inch peasaok, ,aid shamans.

The """'''`'"ti"-' (1"1`1` ''Yt"."t°(1- They iw,t,
resigned to the 'neees,ity' of Northern industrial
des elopment. mainls through imported labour from
elsewhere in the USSR, but the\ still called for a parallel
traditional economy for the indigenous peoples. also

advocated special protective measures and for controls

over the incoming stream of settlers nu order to help the
natise population to 'reach t he cultural level of the
Russian population .22

his 1020. the Consersatis es had lost their previous
inflnenee on the Committee of the North. This was
reflected in the change of tone of the articles in
Serer/tat/a Asia which becalm more like Party slogans

and less like academic research. They dealt almost
exclusive's- with economic problems and the Northern
!Minorities were not mentioned. After 1931. Severnaya
Asia ceased to exisi.



Formation of Tribal Soviets
(;constantly increasing pressure from the Communist
Party leadership forced legislators to make desperate
attempts to reconcile those models of land-tenure,
administration and economy which they thought proper
for the Northern Minority areas with Part directives.
Stalin's orders, Party Congress decisions and instructions
from the ministries. It became ever more apparent that
the ideals of the Conservatives and Radicals not only
contradicted each other but were irreconcilable in
principle: self-administration by small ethnic groups on
the basis of otnmon law and traditional culture could not
co-exist withca centralized totalitarian system of power.
Thus, laws concerning administration in the Northern
Minoritv areas became more ambiguous and
compromising.

The 'Temporary Statute of Native Administration in the
North of the USSR' and the 'Temporary Statute of
Organization of the Court System in the North of the
USSR' are examples of such laws.23 According to their
authors, the primary goal of these statutes was to allot
rights of ownership and administration over a given area
to the tribe(s) which had traditionally occupied it and,
consequently. to secure the borders and solve territorial
disputes both between tribes and. more importantly.
between the indigenous population and the incoming
settlers.

Administrative hinctions were handed over to organs of
native administration:

1 The Tribal Assembly comprised all the adult
members of the tribe who lived together in a given
area. It met at least once a year with functions
including elections to higher bodies and decision-
making on issues of land usage, taxation and tribute.
food supplies and so on.

2 The Tribal Soviet, the loc.al administrative body, was
elected for one year and consisted of three people. It
had executive power over the tribal territory and
judicial rights over the court cases within the tribe and
with neighbouring tribes. These cases dealt with such
issues as marriage and family. inheritance, property
and land usage issues.

3 The Raion Congress was a territory's supreme
administrative body and consisted of from I() to 30
members depending on the number of Soviets
contributing delegates. It approved and distributed
the regional budget and other issues and was elected
by several tribes living in a designated area.

4 The Raion Aboriginal Executive Committee
consisted of three people. It had executive power
within the region and also the right to handle most
criminal cases.

These administrative bodies were to maintain the
traditions and customs of' the tribe as long as they did not
overtly contradict the laws of the country. Iloweyer, the
higher (third grade) court (the People's Court of the
Russian Federation) was the same as that for the whole
population. At the same time, a class qualification which
obviously conflicted with traditional models of admin-

m

istration was also introduced by statute so that rich
reindeer owners, trade middlemen and shamans could
not be elected.

The number of Soviets in the North grew rapidly. In
1925-6 there were 201. in 1927S, '352 and in 1929,-30.
455. In many areas the local administration. unable to
find 'tribes within their territory, hastily created then(.
For example. Penzhinskv Raion Executive Committee
created a Mikin Korvak tribe that had not previously
existed while five Korvak and two Even 'tribes' were
created by a decision of is:anichatka Revolutionary
Committee.21

However, the drawbacks of the Tribal Soviet system were
already clear by 1927. The main issue was that in many
areas there was no connection whatever between blood
relations and territorv. Members of one tribe travelled
with deer in different regions: members of' different tribes
and often different minorities lived together in the same
villages. In practice. the Tribal Soviets were formed in
accordance with the territorial principle but in many ways
it was difficult to tell the difference between this system
and the traditional structures of aboriginal self-
administration that had functioned before 1917 under
the 1592 Statute of the Indigenous Peoples.''

In maw: areas, the Tribal Soviets existed onlv in
administrative theory. A representative of the Committee
of the North reported in 1925 from Turukhan Kral: 'I
have seen no work done by the Soviets. The Soviets are
completely passive. From Kamchatka. at the other end of
the vast Northern territories, the reports were similar:
'The Tribal Soviets exist only on paper and do nothing
because of their illiteracy and backwardness.'

As a rule, the Northern Minorities did not oppose the
establishment of Tribal Soviets. most were generally
indifferent to them. In some places, though. the native
population was suspicious of all that originated from the
Russians: Soviet power was seen as Russian power. The
Swnwa KhalltS, for example, expressed their opposition to
a Tribal Soviet thus:

'If there is a Tribal Soviet in the Synya ricer
area, we, the natives, will have nowhere to
live. Schools and medical institutions will
grow gradually around the Executive
Committee, the natives will be taught. drafted
to the army; trading stations will be
established. Russians will come to the Synya
river and settle down, steamboats will come
into the river. We don't like this, and we don't
want this. '2 5

The Northern Economy
During, the 1917 Revolution and the Civil War, the old
economic ties were broken and the traditional supply
routes to the region were blocked. 13v 1922. tribespeoples
found themselves in a perilous situation: imports (guns.
powder, instruments, food, cloth) were nonexistent, the
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Yearly fairs were no longer organized, trade between the
reindeer breeders and the settlers ceased. In many areas,
hunting rifles were confiscated by the new administration
for fear of 'aboriginal riots'.

In 1919-20, a massive loss of deer occurred. In their
revolutionary zeal, the new rulers often confiscated furs
and riding deer from those whom they considered 'too
rich'. The allotted number of deer was calculated by the
same standards as those used for horses and cows in a
European Russian household, where four animals were
considered excessive, while a Nenets household, for
example, had to possess at least 250 deer in order to avoid
starvation. As a result, in the rich Turukhan tundra the
indigenous peoples began to starve :3(1

The economic situation eased somewhat in the early
1920s when both private and State trade resumed
supplies to the North. Flour, dried bread, salt, powder
and textiles were imported in exchange for furs, fish and
meat. The Government raised the price of furs while the
price of State-imported goods was lowered: this process
was used as the main instrument for development of the
Northern market. Between 1924 and 1929. furs, together
with grain and oil. headed Soviet exports. The
Government used the resulting foreign currency receipts
to buy equipment for heavy industry. hence it had a
vested interest in the Northern Minorities keeping their
traditional occupation. 31

At first, private trade was licensed in areas where there
was no State or cooperative trade hut. by 1929. it was
completely banned. In 1924. a law was passed according
to which the State took the responsibility to allocate
special funds for supplying goods to the Northern areas.
In 1927-8, this budget totalled 16.8 million roubles. in
1929-30, 27.5 million roubles.('

The first consumer cooperatives and hunting and fishing
cooperatives were organized in the earl 1920s. In 1927.
integrated cooperation was introduced which combined
production. consumption, supplies. marketing, credit and
trade. This economic fOrm seas popular and profitable and
had tax privileges. BY 1930. integrated cooperation
already covered up to :35 per cent of the economically
active population of the North.

In 1925. the Central Executive Committee released the
Northern Minorities from all taxes. In 1929. the Council
of Ministers released them from military service, and this
directive was maintained until 1936.

Education and Language
The Committee of the North promoted a three-pronged
education initiative. The first strand was the so-called
Northern 'culture bases', complex institutions which
combined economic, educational, medical. veterinary and
research activities. and which were established in 1.925.
By 19:31, eight culture bases had been founded: East
(First). Second and Third Tungusic: Nenets: Chukotkan:
Sakhalin: Ostyak: Korvak."

The second strand was the school system. In 1925. there
were already 41 schools in the Kamchatkan area (which
then included the present territories of Kamchatka and
Chukotka) with around 2.000 students. By 1930-1 there

were 123 schools, including 62 hoarding schools. which
housed about :3,000 students, or 2t) per cent of all
Northern children of school age. J5

The first teachers were Russian so they had to learn the
basics of the minority languages before they could start
teaching. Russian. reading, writing and simple arithmetic
were the first subjects. Given the high illiteracy rate and
lack of knowledge of Russian, teacher training was a
major priority. From 1926 onwards, teachers for the
Northern schools were trained in institutes in several
cities: Tobolsk. Khabarovsk, Archangel, Tomsk and
Leningrad (in 1930, the latter was reorganized into the
famous Institute of the Peoples of the North).Th

The third strand w as the development and alphabet-
ization of Northern Minority languages. In 1930. a group
of scholars who organized the Scholarly Association of
Northern Research in Leningrad developed the Unified
Northern Alphabet. based on the Roman alphabet, and
work began on developing writing systems for the
Northern Minority languages. By 1931, 13 peoples had
received alphabets and three primers had been published.

It was a difficult task to create writing systems for all 26
languages and, in an attempt to work quickly, the
languages were grouped into clusters. One basic language
was chosen in each according, to the number of speakers.
linguistic features and its economic importance. Then
writing systems were created for these basic languages.

Related groups of people could either adapt the basic:
language writing systems to meet the needs of their own
language, or else witch gradually to the basic language in
its pure form. For example, in the far east, the number of
writing systems was reduced to five basic languages
(Evenk, Nanai, Urchi, Nivkh. Chukchee/ and four isolates
(Eskimo. Itermen, Aleut, and Aim!) ignoring Even. Orok,
Orochi. Koryak and others. i7

Although it was difficult to axoid at the time, the language
groupings had an adverse effect on the developinent of
literacy. For instance, Viikagir and Ket were not on the
list at all and even today do not have standard writing
sYstems. More importantly. within each group, and even
within some Of the 'isolates'. there are several languages,
of' which sonic differ too greatly to use the same writing
system.

Recommendations m 1 the Committee of the Northtax 1 t .

for the school Curriculum were discussed and adopted in
1925. The central principle was that the Northern
Minorities should stay within their traditional territories.
following their traditional trades and way of life. The
school timetable was to run in accordance with local
customs and seasonal economic activity.

The first grade ( aged 10-14) included primary school
courses to he taught first in the students' mother-tongue
and later in Russian. The second grade (aged 13-171 was
designed to give the gifted an opportunity for further
education. The most talented could then continue their
education at the same school after the age of 17 in order
to he trained as teachers, veterinaries or doctor's
assistants.

In spite of difficult living and working conditions, the first



teachers accomplished a great deal. For example. in 1928.
there were no literate people in the Eskimo village of
Sireniki in southern Clinkotka but. by the spring of 1930.
about 20 adults could read and write and 42
schoolchildren attended classes.

At the same time, the first modest attempts were made to
teach native languages at local schools. In Leningrad. the
educational publishing house. Uchpedgiz, puhlished
primers and readers. However. given that only a few
Russian scholars had even a moderate knowledge of
Siberian languages, it was difficult to sustain publications
tin a regular basis.

In 1937. a new alphabet based on Cyrillic was introduced
'to facilitate learning'. This was clone for political reasons
by government decree but without any consultation with
scholars or others with practical experience. Slang
scholars who worked on the Northern alphabet in 1930
were arrested as 'enemies of the people' and were reviled
by the Government media.3''
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`Even a cursory glance at history should
convince one that individual crimes committed
for selfish motives play a quite insignificant
role in the human tragedy compared with the
numbers massacred in unselfish love of one's
tribe, nation, dynasty, church or ideology.'

Arthur iZoestler, The Urge To Self-Destruction

During the 1930s the Northern Minorities shared the
tragic fate of the rest of the country but the consequences
of Communist rule were much worse for them than for
most of the population of the USSR. As small societies
living in a fragile environment. they had evolved a lifestyle
in keeping with their hostile surroundings. Yet, in only ten
Years, the way of life and balanced economy which they
had developed over centuries was largely destroyed.

National Okrugs
National Okrugs were autonomous administrative and
territorial units set up along ethnic lines by the Soviets
according to a plan put forward k: the Committee of the
North. They can be interpreted as the Committee's last
attempt to find a compromise between the need to
protect the indigenous peoples and the inevitable
offensive of industrial development in the North. and
their aim was 'to establish new and rational economic
boundaries that would not contradict the ethnic
boundaries >0

The Committee of the North suggested two alternative
models: National Raions and National Okrugs. National
Raions, which were already in existence, implied a more
direct line of subordination to the regional authority the
Oblast /. Thus. the line of control began at the level of the
local Soviet. then moved up to the Raion and Olen up to
the Oblast. which was the largest administrative unit
within a Republic. A National Okrug, on the other hand.
could be positioned between a Raion and an Oblast and
allow a supposedly greater level of autonomy for those
under its jurisdiction. Eventually, a combination of' the
two was accepted: in some areas Raions were directly
subordinate to ()blasts while in others Okrugs were set up
between them.

In 1929 the Nenets National Okrug was the first to he
established. In 1930 the majority were finined,
eastern Siberia five National Okrugs and one National
Raion: in the far north-east. three National Okrugs and
two National Raions; in Yakutiya. five National Raions. I3y
1932 a further nine National Okrugs had been formed.
covering 38 Raions, along with 20 National Raions in
other areas.4'
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In December 1930. the Committee of the North pro-
claimed that, with the formation of National Okrugs, the
content of its work should change so that instead of'
representing the Northern NIinorities in non-native
administrative units, its priman objective should now he
to represent the whole catchment area of National
Okrugs and National Raions irrespective of their ethnic
affiliation.+2 Unfortunately, under highly centralized

:ommunist Party rule. these good intentions could not he

realized because contradictions between the social
organization, customs and traditions of the indigenous
population and the Communist theories and slogans of
'class struggle' were too deep, the strengths of the
Conservatives and Radicals too unequal. The gap between
the interests of the minorities and of large-scale industry
proved irreconcilable in a totalitarian state.

The result was that government decrees that local
aboriginal administrations should be funded on an equal
basis with the local Russian Soviets were ignored. as were
orders to allocate funds to local representatives of the
Committee of the North for educational and medical
development. to complete the building of cultural bases.
and so on.1; Contrary to Government orders, local
administrations taxed the Northern Minorities in the
same sway as the rest of the population++ and there were
continuous reports of multiple violations of the law. both
hv unauthorized Russian settlers and by State institutions
and enterprises.

Industrial Development
The 1930s marked the beginning of an enormous
industrialization programme throughout the USSR and.
in particular. in the North. Not only Were the Northern
Minorities not given back land appropriated before the
Revolution, as the law prescribed. but new land was
forcefully taken away from them by State-run industries
which moved on to native land 'aid misted native peoples
all over the North'.

In mai; cases. the industrial enterprises behased like it
victorious army in an °cc upied town. For example. the
entire Obdor Raion (in 7 'bolsk Oblast , was allotted
monopoly rights to a trust and. as a result.
members of the local fishing cooperatives were forced to
sign a contract which reduced their hinction of supplVintr,

labour to the trust.

It was logical that those State industries v hick supplied
their workers with food preferred to rely mainly on their
own agricultural State farms and impot-ted labour. These
Stare farms heavily exploited the natural resources which

formed the basis of the traditional native economy so that
the State deer-breeding farms arbitrarily used aril:
pastures they wished without the slightest hesitation. The
State fishing farms blocked rivers with fishing nets.
breaking all the rules and violating the seasonal fishing
periods. thus depriving the indigenous people of their
traditional fbod.4

The Northern Nlinorities were not involved with the
modern industrial sector since the latter relied largely on
imported labour. At the same time, Russian settlers, who
occupied the same territory as the indigenous peoples,
were beyond the jurisdiction of the native courts:1"
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Since government supplies were insufficient and
inappropriate, native hunters could not find what they
needed at the trading stations and so often refused to sell
their furs. Several cases were reported where the Fur
Syndicate was unable to collect enough furs and so it
alerted the Ministry of Foreign Trade. The latter then
ordered alcohol to he set out for sale in the areas
populated by the Northern MillOrttieti. This was contran
both to many attempts of the Supreme Executive
Colnirlittee in Moscow to outlaw alcohol in the North for
example in 1929 and 1930) and to those of the Committee
of the North. which was neither informed nor even
consulted. +7

In this way, throughout the 1930s. real power in the
North started to leak assay from the local administration
and the Committee of the North to the mighty, central.
industrial ministries. to giants like 'Claysevinorpur
(Central Agency for the Northern Passage) and later to
'Darstroy' (Chief Administration for the Development of
the Far North). The latter had a whole GULAG system
under its jurisdiction and was using labour camp prisoners
as manpower.

In 1938. Darstrov was placed under the command of the
NKN'D 'People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs I and
began extensive timber exploitation and gold Mining, first
in the Upper Kolvma area and later all over the Magadan
Oblast and Yakutiva. Darstrov activities greatly affected
the Northern Minorities. particularly the western
Chukchees and the Evens who. after collectivization,
were turned into mere food and transport suppliers for
Darstrov. Many groups of Chukchee and Even fled into
inaccessible parts of the tundra and taiga in order to
escape from Darstrov and from collectivization and. in
this way, sonic managed to avoid collectivization until the
mid-19.50s.4s

Collectiv%zation
Forced collectivization In the I'SSI1 began in 1929 with
the 'intensification of the rural class struggle'. Mass
purges of those peasants who owned at least modest
private farms followed. Land. animals and 'buildings Were
all seized from their owners and 'collectivized' (became
the property of the State). Collectivization led to a rapid
impoverishment of the country and. in many areas. mass
opposition and repression.

Before 1930, despite the efforts of the Communist
administration. no 'class struggle' could be organized in
the North because the natr,e population simply could not
understand the meaning of the term.4.1 For example.
when a group of shamans and rich deer owners in a
village in Kazvm Raion were not allowed to attend the
village assemble by the Party commissars. the whole
assembly simply left.;.

In spite of the numerous attempts of the Committee of
the North, first to oppose collectivization and later to
delay it and soften its impact. the campaign did finally
reach the northern regions.'/ At first, though, the rate of
c()Ilectivization was much lower than in the country as a
whole, probably because of the remoteness of the region
but possibly also because of the resistance of the
Committee of the North. By 1931. for example. only 12



per cent of the natives were members of the kolkhozy
collective farms).

I lowever. this state of affairs was not satisfactory to
Communist Party officials and in 1934 collectivization was
accelerated. At the beginning of that Year about 12 per
cent of deer herds were in collective ownership. By 1936,
the figure had risen to 50 per cent and. by 1943. to 89.2
per cent.52

It was impossible to oppose the process: suicidal to
protest. For example, in 1930-2 a wave of armed upris-
ings, in effect small civil wars against forced collectiviza-
tion, swept the Samoyed North and Taymyr Peninsula but
the rebels were ruthlessly suppressed and purged.

Population Movements
Between 1917 and 1926. the incomer population of the
North grew between 5 per cent and S per cent per annInn
but between 1926 and 1935 the growth was 15-20 per
cent. The proportion of the native population in National
Okrugs decreased front 56 per cent in 1926 to :35 per cent

19:35.5 In 1926. the Northern Minorities constituted 20
per cent of the total northern population: by 1937 their
proportion was estimated at a mere 7 per cent.

The actual effects of this increase In the 11011-11.1t1Vc popu-
lation can be seen by looking, at specific population
groups. For example. in 1926 the total population of the
Chukotka National Mow; was 14.931. of which 13.946
were native (9:3.4 per cent I. By 19:37. the total population
had reached 35.000. of which the native population was
16,500 t4 7 per cnt). This. however. was modest com-
pared to Kamchatka Oblast where in 1926 the total
population was 9.654. with a native population of 1.456
15 per cent). By 19:37. the total population had increased

to 75.000 with a native population of old\ 1.S00 (2.4 per

In 1931. the Committee of the North had decided that
alienation of the land of working land-users is possible

only in special cases of great State necessity. and only
then after special permission has been granted by the
Oblast Executive Committee. with fall compensation'. 1,
Yet there was no consultation and no compensation.
Even the massive forced relocation of the wealthy
peasants from European Russia to Siberia. which was
carried out as part of Stalin's collectivization campaign in
1929-32, was done without consultations with the local
administrations."

One of the consequences of this large-scale wflux of
people was a differ( ntial treatment between the native
population and the incomers. expressed in a 1932 law.
This latter divided the whole northern population into
two categories. The first were professional (higher and
middle administration officers. highly qualified specialists.
judges. attorneys, police inspectors. solicitors) who
received a 1() per cent yearly increase of salary, a 50 per
cent reduction in taxes. privileges in allocation of
apartments. university entrance and so on. Those of the
Northern Minorities who belonged to this category also
received these benefits hilt they were very few in number.

The remainder of the population fell into the second
category. This group could enjoy these privileges only if

they came as workers to the North from other areas of the
USSR, which automatically excluded the vast majority of
the native population and created two categories of
payment for the same work. For example, two carpenters,
a Russian and a Chukchee, who worked together in the
same team, would receive different payments. This was
the,germ of the ugly situation that still exists today
throughout the North: the difference in wages for the
same work can reach three times and more.

The End of Opposition
In 19:34, Cour Years after Severnaya Asia WaS CIOSed, its
successor Soretskiy Serer also ceased to exist. In the
replacement journal. Sovetskaya Ark! ika. the tone of'
publications differed drastically. Front 1937 (Inwards.
Sovetskaya Arktika did not publish a single serious article
on the economic. political or cultural situation of the
Northern Minorities, nor make any references to the
rights they might possess. Instead. it was an organ of
Communist Party propaganda. filled with statements
about the 'backwardness of nomadic tribes' and the need
for 'radical socialistic refOrmation'.

Although the opposition could not publish their views.
nevertheless there were brave people who openly
protested. such as BA'. Lavrov. the former chairman of
the Northern Passage Committee. whose speech in Nlay

137 sharpl% criticized the activities of the newly formed
(:laysevinorpitt.

Not only individuals but also the Soviet Government itself
was not able effectively to oppose the Communist Party
apparatus embodied in the industrial trusts and their
Party committees. The Supreme Executive Committee
and the Council of Ministers in Nlosow passed an act in
.1aigust 19:3:3 called 'On Nomadic Soviets in National
Okrugs and Northern areas of Russian Federation'. Next.
in October 1933, a similar act was passed that regulated
the work of the courts. The intention was. on the one
hand. to pros ule protection for the Northern Minorities
against industrial expansion. do's giving them at least
some independence from the economic administration
and. on the other. to speed the collectivization process.
I I oweyer. Mule the second goal was achieved. the act
proved ineffective against the industrial giants.

Finally. in 1935. the Committee of the North was itself
abolished. For years its ethnographers. linguists and
administrators had been fighting a losing battle on behalf
of the Northern Minorities. Nov., as the whole count!,
slid into massive political and cultural repression and
economic upheaval. their opposition 55 as no longer.
possible.



THE DARK YEARS:
1941-1985

And then someone obedient and timid
settled down in our souls.
someone who got accustomed
to being shouted at,
someone who would just humbly beg..,'

Vvachslav Ankhaki. a Kamchatkan native.

The greatest pressures on the Northern 'Minorities came
between 1950 and the mid-1980s. Soviet influence on
them was institutionalized and became inescapable: they
could only watch helplessly at the heartless amalgaination
of their communities and the multitude of social
problems which resulted. Given the power of the State.
protest was virtually impossible.

Russification
During the Second World \\'ar. the Northern Minorities
were protected from military conscription by a special act.
Nevertheless. many of them volunteered and Went to the
front lines where many were killed and several decorated
as null, . heroes. The country suffered heavy losses and
severe damage during the war and. for the following five
Years. the Government in Moscow could give little
thought to the Northern Minorities. By 1950. however, it
once again turned its attention to the North.

By this time. a general ideological shift was under way.
While in the 1920s-30s the official Communist ideolovs:
embraced the concept of 'class straggle' and regarded
tuitional and ethnic identification as obsolete. by 1945
Stalin's political course had changed sharply. Russian
superiority in the sciences. industry and the arts was
proclaiined by official propaganda. Arrests and purges
which two decades previously had been carried out under
the banner of the 'class struggle were once again
effected. but this time against the 'loss of national pride'.
'cringing to the West' and 'cos»mpolita»isin'.

Russia was proclaimed first among, the 128 'equal' nations
of the USSR while its 'junior hrothers' (Ukraine.
Byelorussia. Kazakhsta). Georgia and the other nations
and ethnic groups: were supposed to live in peace with
Russia and emulate it. On the other hand. the 'criminal
peoples' Ingush. Crimean Tatars. Chechens and so on
were to 1w penisi.ed by the State for 'treachery' or 'had
behaviour'.

This new governmental ethnic: polio was based 011 the
concept (although not vet the term of the 'new historic:

unity. the Soviet people'. a monolithic unity which was to
form very quickly around the central core of the Russians.
The 'international language of the Soviet people' was
declared to he Russian and given top priority in all school
timetables. The population of the USSR was supposed to
suppress all its ethnic, linguistic and cultural differences
and merge into a homogeneous mass of the Soviet people.

)

The Russification policy was supported by the dramatic
changes in the legal code in the pre-war years. In 193(5.
soon after the Committee of the North was abolished. the
system of integral cooperation in the North was
dismantled. In the new constitution of that Year there was
no concept of National RaionS: these were gradually
dissolved over the following three decades. Some
National Okrugs were also eliminated and. in 1938. the
whole Arctic region was divided between the central
ministries so that no central body existed to control the
colonization of the North. Thus. the Northern Minorities
lost all control over their own existence.

Chauvinism
A campaign called 'Nativization' was pursued for several
years in which lower- and middle-grade positions in the
local Communist Party and the Soviet administration
were given only to members of the Northern Minorities.
flow:ever. since they were appointed because of their
ethnic: background and not for their professional skills.
many of them proved unable to fun the requirements of
the administrative posts. So the pendulum swung to the
other extreme and the natives were declared incapable of
doing responsible work, thus fuelling outbursts of' Russian
chauvinism against the indigenous peoples which are still
common in the North today. In this context, and in inany
others. the word 'Russian' is used to designate any
incomer Irrespective of his or her real ethnic identity.
About 20 per cent of the incoming population of the
North are, in fact, Ukrainians. Armenians. Tatars and
other peoples.)

Parallel to Russian chauvinism are similar outbursts by
Yakut. Komi and Buryat people towards the smaller
Northern Minorities. For example. motiveless beatings of
the natives by the Russian incomers took place in
Dudinka in the mid-1980s.1' A Yukagir student told the
author in 1987 that she had had to leave Yakutsk
University bet ause of unstant insults from Yakut
students. who It that only the Yakuts should study there.

Multiple case s were reported in many Raion registry
offices whefe the clerks refused to register new -horn
children seder a native name on the grounds that 'such a
name doesn't exist, it isn't a human name'. The remarks of
a Russian librarian who had lived for several Years in a
Chukotkan village are typical:
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`The Chukchee and the Eskimos? They live in
the stone age!... They are all idlers! All they
can do is hare children, but they can't even
take care of them. The State has to do that...
Nurseries, kindergartens, boarding-schools,
even the University... Everything free, of
course... Hunting? They don't need it: they
can buy everything they need in the village...
Money? So long as they have enough to buy
alcohol they are happy...'59



At the same time, those Russians who were born in the
North or have lived there for 20 rears or more, generally
behave towards the natives with more respect and
tolerance. For example, permanent Russian settlers in the
Kolyma region are likely to speak Yakut and understand
Even and Yukagir. Mixed marriages are not uncommon,
and generally a person's ethnic identity is considered his
own affair.

Yet, for the native peoples, bitterness runs deep. One
Khant woman expressed her feelings:60

'I wish I was dead, to avoid this earthly hell.
What have I had children for for this torture
and disgrace? Let Russian. ie everywhere.
then there will probably be Paradise. They
will have nobody to destroy and ruin. They

have everything, they wit. raze to the
ground the graves of our ancestors and our
own, and that's it. Nobody will ever remember
that there were once Khants, Mansi, and other
useless nations.'

Russian Language Policy
By 1950, the new settlers constituted about half of the
total population of the National Okrugs. At this time,
practically all the Northern Nlinorit population could
speak. or at least understand, Russian. In many ways, its
acquisition as a second language was a positive devel-
opment, as it allowed access to information via books.
newspapers, radio and, later, television. However.
Russification, and not hi-lingualism, was the real aim of
the Government's policies.

In the Northern schools. the number of hours for native
language teaching was reduced. In the areas where there
were problems in teaching Northern Minorih. languages.
such as in those with rich dialectal variety ( Khant, Korvak,
Nivkh), or those with an absence of alphabets (Yukagir.
Ket, Naukan Eskimo. Aleut) or when the size of the
group was small. all education in native languages ceased.
Everywhere. Northern Minority languages became at best
a subject of study instead of being the primary medium of'
instruction.

Around 1957. school teachers throughout the North
began to exert pressure on the children with regard to
their native languages. They were punished if they were
heard to speak one other than Russian at school. and
parents were requested not to speak their native language
to their children at home. The usual explanation was that
it would be better for the children to study only Russian
at school since their education and understanding of the
future mono-ethnic 'Soviet' State would be made easier.

This Russian language policy was never officially
announced or published. However. it is interesting that
Moscow's policies towards the Northern schools were
very similar to those of the US Federal Administration
towards Alaskan schools several decades earlier. Yet the
difference is that the instructions of the Federal

Administration were published and available for open
discussion and criticism.

By 1970, out of the 26 languages in the North, only
Nenets was used at school as a medium of instruction
and, even there, only in primary schools. Chukchee,
Esldmo, Khant, Mansi, Even and Evenk were taught as a
subject of study; Sel'kup, Nivkh, Korvak z.nd Nanai were
no longer on the school timetable.6(

The 'Broken Generation'
The degree of language competence of an individual
and/or a community is closely correlated to the age of the
speakers. The older generation is the bearer of linguistic
and cultural tradition, a conservative group; the younger
generation tends to switch to a language of a larger
ethnos, in this case mainly Russian but sometimes other
Siberian languages such as Yakut, Burvat or Komi 52

In many communities, a third group is present between
the older and the younger generation. This group, usually
between 30 and 50 years of age, is the 'broken
generation'. It is characterized by 'group semi-lingualism'
(where part of the group prefers Russian even though it
does not vet have proficiency in it. while the other still
prefers its native tongue. although it may have already lost
proficiency). Norma! communication within the group, as
well as between the group and other generations, is
therefore blocked.

From the cultural point of view. the 'broken generation' is
also a hybrid: it has lost most of its traditional customs and
values but has not vet acquired new ones; normal
transmission of cultural values is also blocked.

If the transition takes several generations to complete.
and is supported by a sound language and social policy.
the group may even feel little frustration: after all. for a
generation that speaks. as their mothers mud

grandmothers did. two languages. the loss of one of those
may be a problem. lint hardly a tragedy. However. in the
North there has been a rapid ousting of Northern
Minority languages by Russian, as well as the loss of bi-
lingualism even betbre it was established. The children of
the 1950s. who began or continued their education at the
time when the Russification policy was launched. were
particularly affected. This generation lost its language. its
culture and sometimes also its identity, without receiving
any viable substitute.

Forced Relocation
In the 1950s and I 960s another widespread canipaign was
launched in the North which was carried out with all the
ruthlessness and incompetence of a totalitarian system
and which had a catastrophic effect on the Northern
Minorities. The campaign. of which the Russilicatimi
process was only a forerunner. was based 011 the utopian
ideal to bring the northern region. and the Northern
Minorities in particular. to 'modern socialist civilization'
as quickly as possible.

In March 1957, the Communist Party Central Committee
issued a resolution. 'On the Measures for Further
Economic and Cultural Development of the Peoples of
the North'. The core of this was Article 5 which instructed
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the Oblast. Okrug, and Haim administration: to study the
urgent problems of the further improvement ot the
economic and administrative territorial organization of
National Raions and Okrugs... to consider the question of
simplif\ing the structure and improving the work of the
economic. Soviet and Party administration in the North'.-;

Improving and simplifying were understood by the local
Administrations as a call to bring the northern areas into
line with the administrative structure of the rest of the
tSSR but what followed in practice xs as the shutting
down of state and collective farms in smaller villages.
together with the dismantling of local administrative
bodies. At the same time. smaller \ illacres ss ere

amalgamated into larger ones and the population was
forcibly relocated.

Nomadic people were made to settle. Even the Khants.
'.who were never really nomadic but migrated on a
seasonal basis within a limited territory. had a regular war
waged against them by the local administration. The state
and colletne farms were closed in their villages. leasing
the population iobless: schools. hospitals and shops were
-hut. some 5 IllaV,eS were closed completek and the
population mowed to larger settlements.

MI area \\ ith tester villages and a mulled commits is of
course. easier to administer but this torn, of organization
:vas HI lilreCI contra\ ention tit i.ia etas of most of
the Northern Minorities. For e\ampie. :he traditional
seasonal inwrations of the Khants were economicall\
suitable for a territim that could support old\ a hunted
windier of hunters. since the new setdmcilis \sere
choseu unreels for their coos ememe for fransportation.
Administrathm and centralized supplies. the native Khant
population six al found itself 551th no means of support.''

In the settled areas. the local administration. pleading
\ drums reasons . supply routes. need for nes\ roads and
houses. the unprofitabilitv. of small sillaires. military
necessit\ did their best to force the abandonment of
small traditional villages of 30-50 inhabitants and 01,,,e to

new standard settlements of 60P-so0 1,coplesshich had
been Inuit closer to Raion centres. The site for these new
rttlenn its 5lere chosen according to F,nropean stan-

dards of convenience: close to a large riser or safe balsa

the lie of the land. ease of roadbnddiOs and so on.
:on\ emence for traditional occupations. such as hunting.

lislung and others. was not considered at

good e \MITI(' is the amalgamation of Eskimo ,ind
Chnkehee villages. Naukan I av on a steep slope south of
the Bering Strait and was gut ancient settlement where a
branch of the Eskimo tribe had lised for centuries. In
1955. it was declared 'unprofitable and the dwellers
forced to more to the IleIghbOlIMIU 5111a0eS of NI1115a1110
and Pinakul. The methods were simple: at first the local
administration tried to persuade the inhabitants that the
ssould be better off in the new villages brit. sheen the\ did
not succeed. the village school and the shop were shut
down and. finally. the colleen\ e tarot was liquidated.
leasing the people unemplos ed. The Naukan Eskimos
had no choice but to move.

After 19 years. Pinakul and Nun\ amo were dtt mselves
amalgamated and the people transferred to the Clnikchee

sillages of [aino. Lavrent is a and Uelen where the\
formed old\ a small percentage Of the population. here.
the Eskimo population decreased by 6 per cent: the
:hukchee one increased f 7 per cent while the incoming
mainly Russian t population jumped by 116 per cent.'';

Similarly. the Eskimos of south-eastern Chukotka who
lised in the small villages of Unazik. Kivak. :Wan. siklvuk
and others were transferred in 1955-9 to a new. large
settlement. Novo-Chaplino. which had been built inside a
deep hay. The traditional small villages were abandoned
and soon ceased to exist. The new location made
traditional sea-mammal hunting much more difficult
since the settlement was built far away front the whale.
walrus and seal migration routes. Thus. the traditional
way of life and subsistence of these Eskimos changed
completely within the lifetime of one generation and. in
the new settlement. they constituted less than half of the
population. the remainder being Chukchee and Russian.

The social and economic results of the Eskimos enforced
relocation were unmediatels evident: 'loss of meaning'
was in turn followed hy such social problems as
unemployment. alcoholism and high suicide rates. In
959 in Novo-Chaplino. there were 95 fulls. or partly

unemployed omen and women out of the total population

Durnag the linos and 19Nts. there were SR Saalln wtllages
ut Los (h en) Bantle In accordance with the relocation
polio. the\ were amalgamated into one settlement but
the pMCSS ss,IS Shapdatill and unprepared. The relocation
was described hs an onlooker

'1 personally witnessed the relocation of the
people from the village of Varzino. No houses
had been prepared for them. People were put
either into the houses of their relatives, or into
slums no one needed. Three families of
relatives. 11 people. moved into one small
house. Imagine a two-room house with a
kitchen where 16 people lived, not for one
year. but for six years! And now they ask
hypocritically why there is such a high crime
rate among the Saumi, why they drink so

In 1960. the olletive farms in Cornava Shona were
closed down as unprofitable hs a special decree of the
Council of Ministers of the Russian Federation. This
completely destroyed all organized economic actiits nt
this rural area: the Shors became unemployed. since
nothing, was set up to take the place of the collective
farms. Funding, for house building, also ceased. The Shur
population had to abandon over do villages. Over two-
thirds of the a ctrse population had to 1110Ve to larger
settlements and towns in search of jobs.''

In the 1960s and 1970s. the forced concentration of the
Nivkh population took place on Sakhalin with such
ruthlessness and incompeten( that the tragic results are
almost unprecedented in the North.''`' The natives were
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!nosed to two 'large settlements. Nogliki and Nekrasos ha.
'.s inch were mcated In places where traditional item its
was out of die question. This soon caused unemployment.
iticoholisin and other related sticial problems.

The reiocamon and iimalgamation policies were accom-
panied bs pressures to end the traditional lisehhood of
the Northern Mitionnes. Eor example.lor 13 sears betOre
I9S7. the Eskimos ot Chukotka frequently had difficulties
in gettingpermissicn to limn sea-utammals. The ban was
supposed to lie for reasons of state security the
international border was 19 kilometres ,Issas and also.
'with unbehesable cvmcism. out of apparent 'concern for
the life and health of the hunters'. In the 1970s. the:
author 5vitnessed pitiful scenes: the Eskimo sea-hunters.
excellent sailors. consummate masters of whale and
walrus hunt. had to ask for permission to hunt even for a
couple of hours. Frequently. permission wits refused.

In Ts omen Oblast in 19S6-7 the Exec:wise Committee
banned all hunting except state commercial hunting. In

rder to oppose poaching'. This meant that the kliants
could not carr-v on the activities which had alwas N been
the core ot their culture \no-poaching laws were passed
in 'nails regions with no reoard for the traditional wass ot
life ot Northern Minorities a result. the names could
not hunt for the food the\ wore accustomed to. St 111C111141
10 a drastic , hanoe in their (het and. conseouentl. to

medical protiii-ins

Statistics
flit statiqks prose hewn(' dintlit that the

Northern Nlmonnes sillier trout tar worse conditions than
the popuitnin of the tS`slI as a whole. ,,r for e\alnole
the native Indian popidatitm It North \ merica.
as erage mortalits rate in the Russian Fedratum to
197S-9 was 111.6 per 1.000. but in \lagadan t )blast it was
1.2.7 per I t it NI Bch\ evil 1979 and 1990 life specLino nl
\ lagadan dilast decreased 115 three sears for Well and
1\%0 sears for women. and is now respectneis 42.5 and 50
sears. The average hie expec tam:\ ot members ot the
\orthne \limit-Ines is between 411 and 4i
16-1`, sears less than the average III the Russian
Federation.

The sincide rate in the North is 't) -Nil per 100 000:: The
incidence ot tuberculosis is 42 per I on.noil for the USSR.
223 per ilnimou in Clinkotha.- The percentag of
hildren born ()Inside marriage is also extremk high. For

example. according to a surves conducted in 1979. out of
24 children born in Sireinki in 1973-9 to Eskimo mothers
(older thf .Iq, 4.30. t5vo-thirds were to Unmarried
mothers for mothers under 2 I. the proportion was three-
quarters . The proportion of single women between 21
and :30 was 76 per cent. of unmarned nnn. 5.3 per cent.',
The high proportion of %ming unmarried mothers can

part Is be explained IA traditional's more liberal sexual
mores. llowt-5er. to a large extent this is 110\k due to the
disintegration of traditional family and social structures
and to the tact that a high proportion of the incoming
population are unattached males.

Independent and reliable statistics were and still are
hard to obtain. scholars who tried to do field research
involving statistics immediately trot into trouble with the
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local KC:13. Where such figures are available. the official
statistics gist. a !now optimistic picture than the reahts.
For example. the average life expectancy calculated In NI.
Volson for the Northern Minorities in Chukotka was
44-5 sears in the 1960s, and 4)) Years in the 1970s.-
published figures. however. gave 62 sears as the aserage
life expectant's of all the Northern Minorities in the
1960s."-

The Boarding-School System
Original's. hoarding schools were designed to gist
children of nomadic groups an opportunits to obtain a
systematic education. In the larger villages. special
Imildinos were erected. equipment was imported.
teachers were trained and the children of reindeer
breeders and hunters began staving there nine months a
sear. thus having an opportunity to reach a similar
standard of education to that of the non-nomadi peoples.

llowes er. ,is part of the Russifiation policy. the system
isas later extended. firstk to cover the nomadic children
of kindergarten and nursery age. and later to include
children of the settled population. It s0011 beCallle the
'ink possible wav to obtain school education and was
made compulsors for all the children. This created an
ugly situation whereby the parents had to 'turn in their
luldren at the age (done sear. first to the nursers then

hinderoarten. then to boarding school for 515 (las', .1
cck 24 hours loss while themslvei hong in the vaunt
1111.1,,t.

155 .I result (11 \ChM)l sstuni. children
became fulls State- dependent in many places and
ilepri5,d of a Lundy upbinging. The\ also lost their
natise mother-tongues. .\t ,uh age of 1.5 or 17. the\
returned to their families as complete strangers. 551111 041
knowledge of traditional native culture or of home life.
Parents also suffered since. in man\ cases. the\ lost all
their feeling of responsibilits towards their children and
delegated it all to the State.

sentual15. the boarding- school polies led to dramatic
chateres in traditional social and lanols \tincture and
contributed to the formation of the alms e-immtioned
!woken . It led and In man\ areas still leads
10 the situation where the majorits of the Northern
boardtmr- scli(xrl graduates eumpletely lacks the necessas
Iisuig skills. ,std often emerges without initiative and
enero\ . The dominant psychological characteristic for
limn\ of them is ,apathy combined with aggression: the\
experience enormous stress when the\ begin their adult
hie.

The boarding schools are normalls located in larger
settlements and towns with children coming there from
ethnicalls different villages. \lost often. the orals common
language the have is Russian. The schools are thus a \
effectise means Of destroying, the Northern Minorits
languages: after eight or ten sears of round-the-clock
school training, the children cannot speak ally language
but Russian.

Two or three generations of Northern Minorities have
already been taken through the boarding - school ssstem
and s ery few of them have been able to escape its



destructive effects. In the last fe ears. ho\vevr. the
hoarding schools haw been gradually turned into ordinan
day schools and the whole system is ilmv being
reconsi(lered. This is a 1)ositive cleveltyment but.
unfortiniatel\ it \\ ill hardl\ repair the damage ahead
caused.

The Autonomous Qkrug Law
state the Northern Minorities
receiSed at legal foundation in I IttiO \\ lien the la \\ oil
Autiminnow, (Anitzs \vas passed.::
replaced National ()kruc4s \\*hilt, National Rations 51cre

111111illatl.d. alt1101101 the lattt'l' had ill lad 110C11

III 5111(1' tlIC 1930N. Ail l'CICIVIICs
\\ ere cd 11(1111 tie Ili' \I of

the i.t\ and a1 more neutral ten!. 1.()1.1(I'd
tli ord

Another change \\ :Is that the \ 1110110111011% 01111,4 as
supreme administrati\ hod\ \vas elected by equal
s1111.1.n!..4(' 1111'IllIt till' !Intik(' 1)1'11111W, 511Ill 55(11' 115

110\\ a small minority e\ cr\ \\ \\ ere elsfeelk el\
,kig.11, l'st :11111511111eIlt (t

\iitinumunts ()1.rugs completed the totalitarian !)\ solid
po \\ er The\ 55111 \ its a 101111 ill.

!Mt 55 ere situp!
administrative imik al a certain le%el: (ban Nations

11111 111511.1 Iliait ()blasts. All math I's colieriiiiit!, di\ isiolis
\\It'd]] the Okr11i2,"s and bet \keen
\lilimoilintis ()kings mid idler mills. also Amid
till' Mttilel or (1(),,j1114 IllIS(11Ill id \ 1055115.

mid \jilaoa Smit,,. 55 ere. accordlip.4 to till' la\\ \rtkIc
1111turd 11111101' till' juris(liction oldie Iiigli(1.
the ()Nast. licpuldie . the [mon. Local Smicts

Iliad a imrel\ consultalise role. and that 55 a', ali.

`11.11-(10101'11lillatiOl1 55.15 1111 longer possible \hil economic
and 511n111 planning i.ti(.1( i.(;,.. pm.' Ill till.
resprelke ( )blast respousildlilies. lie n1115 riT ill

Ile In1',11 had (15 1.1' industrial eulrprises
nil their Liu(' 55as lie iiilnimed

luml heir itch\ dies mid In pass
le\ els of a(linimstrittion \Nide 1(i..

\rticle 1.; did ,r1\ ,(1 lel 50111

till' 11011 0111011)1'1,.0s

krill till' I, \\ : til0I1*

1,111d- 11`,1,2:c to ill'010(t din emiummetil. 511 1111. Ill
ii,)\(,5(,1. di 5115 11,1 hall 1111 1111,1115 (If

(11111'111 a111(1 oorditialinit. cii to eSlabli5l Ill lu (11151'

11" " 'I" 1"(1115l I "l"1".i`c (II (11111*
(15511. ill('

\ntnuniiinir, ( )1,111,4 liad lu ask Inv permissinii at a liiiAer
le\ el \ tilde 1(i'.

tii\ en that 'dominions ()1,rugs replacei.1 National
it ildloral In l'\ !Wu! sin 11 1,11 ;1111(11\

all(1 Cilltilral ;111 11

1)1Th for 5111111' kind 4111 1111111111\ hlr Ill' natISI
I0'01/11' In ill' onllined ill till' I,(\\. I IIIS\ CS Cr. \ (lick' 21.
dealing, \\ ith the tgriultural and imhistrial rights nl

(')krug,s. saxs nothing about the traditional
11,(n\ oui,ations and s\ stein of siihsist('n. Nide )
regulating the rights of the Autonomous ()1,i'lig ill
ethication and science. does not tinntion the teaching of
Northern \Iiiiorik langnitg,s. (idtiir Ilistor\ ill

24

schools. The only mention of the indigenous peoples is a
%agile half-line in Article 29, that loco) soviets should
'take measures to develop nati \ e culture, art :111(1
literature'.

The la\v \vas not accompanied k statutes adtIlilliS-
trati\ territorial nails \\'111C11 ought to have contained
detailed descriptions of their r legal I iasis mid the \\'a\5 die\
could be established or reorganized. Nor (11(1 it discuss
border changes and land transfer issues.Thus, the
population oldie Northern areas could not elajo effecti\
legal securitv.:`

In till' saute \ ear as the Autonomous 015rug I,t\\ Part\
decree 55 as pliblished: '()Il the Measures for Further
Economic and Social 1)evelopmn Ile Areas
Populated 11\ the Peoples of the North.' The document
seems to be concerned about the Northern \ linorities
since new funds \ere allocated to the North and ni.\\'
educational 1111(1 social projeck \\ ere launched. llo\\

lie ' "whi(4"il` "I the ""r(li"W'
'1)e\ elopinent of the rest. Populated 1)\ ....
*1)e\ elopment of the Peoples of the North' made the
decree useless ill practice !Or the Nortlu-rn Minorities. 111
the funds 55 en( direct] \ Ill till' ()blast :Inc!
authorities and 5vere used to cO\ CI' 1110 110(1`. 01 the 55 hole
popaltioll. uI \\ till' Nortilf:1 \111101'1 ht's ('(H151111111'(I

but \ Cr\ 5111;111 pc1"C0111:1(4C. Needles, tO S.11 till's had 110
illi-1111.11CC 1111 lilt' lliql'i111111011 41.11111k.



ECOLOGICAL
DISASTER:
1955 ONWARDS

"rho t(5 ;dandle of industrial (lvelopinont hit lit North in
Iho mid-1950s, allhough ;Mlly()) to in(histri,thic it 11.0
alr;t(15 boon ma in tin. mid 1 tho loll(155
Ilia'(' (loc,((les, thy aca 55 ,15 not )loni/cd hill (1)11(111(.0.d
for it turn(1 out lobo (.5tront(.15 rich in timhor. gol(1. coal.
on.. oil. gas an(1 naloral 1'oso1(r(.5. I lo551.5 or thorn
55(.0. 1,1555 liithr 11n g.rol())41sts, nor Or roa(1
houso-Imilders. 11(55 mine or ;1 11(.55 timhor-ulting silo
()111(1 ho 51,011(11 at ails limo in an\ piaci 1)5 a (locision of.
th \0)5(1)5\ achnini5tr1tion. \115 parcel 0l !;Intl could III'

III(' Mali\ 1' 115C1)111(' II\ Illt
I.:\ \ \\ as \ ('\(155('10 till'
(All'a()I'dillalA Slat(' inittorlaiw of flit 1a51, 55 !dull I In.

Anoncers had to fulfil: 4(11(1 I)r (II(' Statc. oil for the
\() ()II. I.\ II(Illilia S. Ii()(41)\ 1(11 S d. \\ clIall(1\\'11

(A1)(.11 ()II (II(' \fill ((1()I)55 all(I I radii i(Illai
\)1)\i5((.)(( 111)lIk. sta((.1.1 (II(' Slat(' (1\1 11('1.\11i1) (11t.

1.111(1 (IC(1,11.(.(1 in (Ill' (.)1IN(ill1(1()11 a III\ \\ Hatt

Frail\ 11.15 i\ -(1(11:111111('11(al 1)1'1)11(11 \

pciall\ in (II(' 11)1111..

1r51111 55,(5 01,0 OW 11.a,iIC Cui"tf,iril \\
11H11 (hi. 5115,111 ctlluic,rou115 of 11c Virtiwi."

\\crc not .(hit' \\ \ III \ 111(111 \I Hal

Otis ((1)1)141(Al all(' it
hall all ('Il(ln)i(111 (ITH ()II kith (II(' \()ial all(I llailll'al
(11\ 11()11111('Ill. \()1111.5 (.5traordma5 iilitorithilit5 55,15i \t 1((11 it 55,(5 c,ticltl,llccl tiwt. it
umc wan in ritri-()\.,(1 th 'Fa\ 1115 r

tundra eig-ht hours a da5 1hroo months. Ito
550)1(1 nco(1 dn. ontiro nn r l'oninsula
into ,t dosort 1)5 the ond or do. litur5 'rho nali.o
11"I'"1.11t11t 55('11 1101.11(11' I" thc"' 11 "'5S""'S
1)(.(a)so dn.\ 11,1(1 no lot4,11 .0.11(111o. 111(5 coul(1 :154. of

thoir()55

Timber
Thl 111'51 (() attaCk the \Will (11' III(' (111111(1' (()I1(111\

\\ II() \\(.1'(' 1(1k II\ (II(' (.1.11111(10.

\\ hiCal
S(Alc( 55(1111(1 fr(111('1111\ (hal 11,111

\ 1)('('11 (ri\ l() a
(11(111IM \\1(15 '11.11"11 I" 1)IVILIn.
ill(' (kV\ FM. ("\a111111('. in I)(1111)(1" I)S7

and rein(lr brooders ()Ian 1 :51111: 5illa(,1 (,111111
T5 ati5;t . it ()1.1ciiiiiisk 11,11o15. Yal.uti5 a. 0(5(1 an (inter
to (It ffet that 1511 sit. 1.111. nl taig,a. amounting to list
million cultic intrs of trees. 55(11 to ho aliiatd iron)
lhoir tra(litional hunting, 12,rounds. (liunwiit
to tit, populalion a parcol land old\ 11 -ID kin.
for Ilion. o55II Tho ;155(HI1115 \HI (Il'It'l4;1((", In
(II(' Ilili()11 SO\ i(q. (11('11 (() 111( ,1(1111i11iNll'a(1(111 (11.)akIlti\

11(1)111IIIC, 11().)(1(1A 5515150(1 li\((11 (() 51(11(

\CIO hat: 1)(4'11 \l'i(II III(' \ cr(lict: This is a (loision t1111.11
in NIos(1)55. nothing, can 1)( dom. )11)(ml (('Si

From the amid -1 .15(15 0m5:ink. fir5t-clit), lor5t tin
traditional huitlint.t an(I fishing groun(15 oI the \ orthorn

NI NI. Cr(' CU( IllaSSIV(' FM-
(' (WC- \ 111,111 fu (;()III1\ Siliffia ill P.191)

1111 !it'll in tilt' Coiling, of 1.-1 inilliuu (..111)1( mot re5 of
Wilk.] using pm). (.4111 inahinor5 and in suh ;1
mhaniall5 and coologivall5 inisound mannr that in
man\ eases almost 10 por \as astod. loll to rot
55-11(.0 it had I)) (.1i1. romaindcr 55115 11(1;101 (I()55

th 115.(1.5. Iii;m5 xvIlih hoamo 5()(.11()1(.(1 1111 that It 55,15
possildr (.0)5 5 li)ni mic haul, to ill(' ollior 5(ithout
55 ruing, on loot. 'rho damage dom. to Siberian Inrost.,
55as (11(ll !HMIS' dit. far o,t5i of Ihe inuntr5 1()51 pm emit
of its tor(.51 5 includint.t 21 poi cnt in \lag.adan ( )1)1a51. 3
111 r cont in l'ilinors1.15 krai, .11 pr cent in Kliaharm 51.i5
Kral. por omit on Sakhalin and 12 1)". in "my
(I1)k(51. \I thr 5,11111' (kill'. (11(11 \\*a.S als() .1 \hall) (I('(I'l'aN('
HI (It n111,11)(1r of fur am inal5

Inlornational conyanies also pla(1 a part. \oording, to a
19S7 .1)2,111.11ton( 1((155(1.11 Ili' awl (ht' Sidspai
imbr Lompan5 55,t5 (5 in Oho l'ar oast and

,i5 on a liono to out limiter ill hurl, of the i'dogn
551),1 dpnds ntirl5 on duo lor(,0,.
I rati5 554r sigiu'ul 55 \milt
('111(iH(2: (i111111I'. 1()I'('.111 55 (Irl.cr,. poison tht riters
111),I(.11 .11111 0.())411i/o in) 1;t55 and Cm local adminis-
tration can do 111111(in io \top (hw

and Gas
()II mid g,IS (tr,,(timi hcg,u1 111 Il mini I(g)0, and .1I"'
had ,t 11c,,IliSc (.IToct 1(11 1 Ito \ orl h. 'rho largest ill
(lopo5its Sin-gill and Sainotlor, lio in the land of tho
1511;tilt 5 hut tin.5 roccised no con111on5ation Ior tlic
punipl 11111 of !licit. land. 551111I' tho land !Koh' 55,15
(1(5111)5((1.

(ht. ()Idle itic)5( graphic (.5ampls tho 1)11 55,11 111 du'

\111000 is 11( 51(11 (If allIal 11(I' laP4 t2,a dud
oil (Ic11n.11. \WI'r 'Mind 111.11', (Icklifil a I()

1115 (PI Illy alca ('Sit
(11,filt!ji (11(11, Illailltalll it is 11(11 C(1(1110111iCillk

1)11)111,11dt. 55;15 (ll'a\\ II III) 5511X11 1151111111(1

s(111111 111011 l'all\Va\ and \l's(Till nil \\I'll\ and
rigs \5 it 11;11. the right. 111(1 nds th nal iN
p(11)111ali()11 51 (I'(' li()( (ak('Il nil() a1(11III1( \() IIu It, fur
l\all1111('. III(' l'ail\V;I\ \a\ 111:0111(1 ill 511(1 at 55;1\ that it rill
()II (Ill' (1(11' 1)a\1111*(". 11()I15 ssiulcr 'Mrs. IH
Ili;1(11111(".. !no\ int.; north (1(tro5((1 tli tundra 5011 1111
1.1.51111 that 05( 5lato (1(.or 1,111115 in Yainal-Nonot. ()1.0112;

td in it list 5,11. 111 .t.
than 2 1.0n() (1(.1r."1-1(c satin ha11penc(1 in othor aronus, Inr
(5.tinpl. in 1!170-S7 (Icor herd (lc( roasd in Nlagad,in

)1)1515t 1)5 I" por cont. in krasno5ar51. Krai 1(5 .11) p( r
cold 55l111(' in Sakhalin it aliii()51 (1;(51(1 to (.5i5t..,

pika. \\ i1) 55 urk1tl i1( 111

11111 1!111, itii 1(0,1151, 1)\

Intim\ Ilt.(ri1)0)11 \\Lit ).)\\ n'n oar') lalcr:

r0



It is difficult to recognize the place. Where
there was a realm of virgin land, where one
would only seldom meet a fisherman's but or a
deer-breeder's or a hunter's tent, a city has
been built. One sees settlements, cross-rnads
of asphalt highways stretching as far a lie

eye ran see. And between them black
patches of burned forests, vast spaces of man-
made deserts, the moss uprooted by
caterpillars, oil overflows surrounding oil
rigs, gas torches burning day and night. the
smoke of forest fires. One gets an impression
that man declared tear on nature here.'9,

The indigenous people had no legal rights of redress. All
they could do was look in despair as their land, their way
of life and their future were quickly and ruthlessly being
destroyed. The author remembers, for example, horror on
the faces of Eskimos from south-eastern Chukotka when,
in 1980, rumours came that oil had been found nearby.
One said. 'This is the end. we'll be finished very soon
now.' lie looked desperate, helpless and resigned.
Luckily, the rumours proved untrue.

Discussion and Resistance
After 1985, the situation began to change. In 1987, the
Yarnal Okrug administration made the first attempt
openly to oppose the unchecked industrial development
of the area, They openly criticized the Ministries of Oil
and Gas, Energy and Transport for their sittgleminded
concern with oil and gas, for ignoring the peoples of the
targeted areas and for violating the few laws that were
supposed to guard their inte rests. In actual fact, the
Okrug authorities were interested not so much in
protection of the natives and their land but in the
opportunity to get compensation and additional funding
for the Okrug.

In 1988, the Yamal Okrug Soviet banned the building
of the railway but the ministries involved simply
ignored their decision. In 1989, the Director of the
Arctic Department for Oil and Gas Construction
(Arktikneftegazstroy), 1. Shapovalov, answered a
journalist as follows:

'We'll have to come to l'amal anyway. The gas

must be supplied by 1991, as planned... No
one will change the agreed dates. And we'll
not be able to avoid it... we hear so much idle
talking, senseless indignation, silly shouts
about 'saving' a strip of )'aural land. Come to
think of it. it isn't land at all... it has 60% of
ice in it.'s7

The opposite position was expressed by an Evenk poet,
A. Nemtuslikin. who wrote about another large-scale
industrial project. the Timikhan hydro-electric plant:

'Many people think that this [the ecological
damage resulting from Northern industrial
development! is an unpleasant but necessary
evil compared to the advantages that billion:,
of new kilowatts will bring,.. However, in
reality it means destruction of the very basis
of the native way of life, comparable to the
consequences of a nuclear war, 7'he only
difference is that the war would instantly
destroy all the life on earth. while ecological
disaster will have the same effect, but
gradually.'s'

The devastating activities of industrial giants in the North
is caused neither by any special intention to harm the
native people, nor by their ecological ignorance (though
the latter surely is there). but by the way the economic
system itself works. The success of a ministry under
central control has been evaluated by only one criterion:
how much manes it spends. Neither the negative
ecological consequences, nor even the profitability is of
any interest. It should be obvious that the losses incurred
by building a mine and it concentrating mill in the centre
of' Kamchatka would he higher than any possible profit
this project might give, but the ministry is indifferent: the
more the project costs, the better for them. The local
administration. on the other hand, is very interested in
what is built on its land but has no rights.s9 The result is
that the only was to affect the final decision in these cases
is through publicity.

It) February 1989. the Presidium of the Council of
Ministers of the USSR decided that the existing
development plan for Yamal should be suspended. basing
its decision on the lack of concrete information on how
industrial development would affect the local ecoloq and
relations with the native population. However. the
ministries at first ignored even the Presidium. Acting
through old and wail- established ties of' personal and
Party influence, they forced the Government to issue
'temporary permissions' and continued their work. In
1990, the struggle was still going on.

Another example comes from the area where the Khants
live near the Sob River. In 1984. huge-scale extractions of
gravel from the river bed began. As usual. nobody asked
for permission either from the local administration or
from the Khants. The machinery was shipped in, together
with workers from other parts of' the country, and the
consequences soon became evident: the water balance of
the river was destroyed, the river bed and the river hank
were altered and, before long, the stocks of' sturgeon,
formerly plentiful, went down drastically. Also, the
incomers robbed the winter huts of the native hunters
and the ancient Khant cemetery was vandalized.90

The natives tried to protest but without results. Then the
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people from Katravozh, a village on the bank of the Sob,
called a meeting and decided to oppose the intruders by
other methods. They blocked the river with buoys and
fishing boats and refused to let the dredgers go upstream.
The Okrug Executive Committee recognized this act as
legal. In 1987. it transpired that the excavations were
unprofitable and the gravel company withdrew. leaving
behind a crippled river.

The saddest part of the story is that the legality or
illegality of what the Khants or the gravel company did
was not evaluated by the court but by the Okrug executive
administration. The idea that the gravel company could
be taken to court never occurred to any group in the
conflict - to the Khants, the administration, the ortipanv
- because of the complete dependence of the courts at all
levels by the Communist Party structures. The courts
always rubber stamped Party decisions.

An illustration of what awaited a native if he or she went
to court against an incomer occurred in 1985. An old
hunter lived alone on Sakhalin in a small Nivkh village
which had been abandoned in the 1960s. He had a
licence from the Oblast administration for hunting in the
area and also a part-time job as a poaching inspector.
Several kilometres away from the village there was a
lighthouse where a new keeper. a Russian. came to work.
Very soon the Nivkh hunter noticed that the Russian was
poaching in his territory, hunting seals and foxes. Finally.
he killed a bear.

Bears are sacred animals in Nivkh culture. There is a very
elaborate hear cult and a bear may only be killed after a
long and complicated ceremony. The old hunter was
enraged and, since the law was obviously on his side, took
the Russian to court. Yet the court acquitted the Russian
and started a case against the Nivkh accusing him of
poaching. The police searched his house without a
warrant. his guns were confiscated even though all were
properly licensed. and skins were taken. During the
search. a policeman said to the old man, 'You shouldn't
have acted against a Russian. See what's going to happen
to von now!' The old man was fined by the court. firstly
500 then an extra 200 roubles. The story, one of many,
became known for the sole reason that the old man's
brother was a well-known Nivkh writer, Vladimir Sangi.
who lives in Moscow and is now President of the
Association of Northern Minorities and who was
influential enough to make the episode public."

The prosecutieA and punishment of natives who sought
justice against the violence of the incomers was common
in the 1970s and 1980s. This was the time when the
courts, the police. the KGB, the administration and the
Press were closelv bound by mutual guarantee and by
membership in the Party structures, and were ready to
bring the immense power of the State down on any
'troublemaker' who dared to question their right to violate
the law.

A standard accusation was that of 'nationalistic activities'
and, from the early 1930s until recently, this was used
many times against natives who tried to oppose the large-
scale industrial offensive or to protect traditional culture.
The supposed logic behind the accusation was that when
an ethnic group opposed the interests of the State, they

were thereby committing a 'crime' against the State. To
give an indication of the scale of the problem, in Yakutiva,
about :3,000 people were arrested between 1950 and 1985
for nationalistic activities.92 The same crime was used to
arrest and incriminate the majority of the Shor
intelligentsia. 93

Serceniye Prostory journal is full of bitter letters by native
people who mourn their dying motherland, and protest
against their lack of rights and denial of free speech. One
states:

`I am an Evenk... In our village now
number only about 409 people. Our
traditional reindeer-breeding is gradually
being curtailed as unprofitable. We have
forgotten our language, our traditions, our
culture, our arts. There are no natives in the
local Executive Committee; outsiders have all
the power, but they are not interested in our
local problems including ecological ones. A
hydro-electric plant is being built on the
Adycha ricer - this means death for nature, as
well as for us. Three million cubic metres of
timber will go under water, many villages will
be pulled down. Where shall we live, what
shall tve do, where shall we hunt and fish,
where shall we get drinking water?... I once
had an opportunity to ask A. M. Zoteyev, the
Deputy Chairman of the Council of Ministers
of the Russian Federation: Why don't you take
into consideration the interests of the native
people? He answered without hesitation: "The
interests of the State go first, the interests of
the people are subordinate"."11

Before 1985, it never occurred to those in power in the
North that indigenous people could make a compensation
claim for their devastated land. The Norilsk mining
enterprise, one of the largest and richest in the country,
which is located in the heart of Taymyr Autonomous
Okrug, succeeded in providing relatively high wages,
decent food supplies tat least before 1988) and tolerable
living conditions for its workers. Yet for several decades it
refused to notice the impoverished native population that
lived on the land from which it extracted its wealth.95

Inequalities
The difference in living standards between the Northern
Minorities and the incomers is vast. In the Kamchatkan
villages of Oklan, Khairyuzovo. Vovampolka and others.
average living space per person is :3-7 sq. m. about the
size of a graveyard plot. Most villages lack the basic
utilities: no running water, no central heating, sometimes
no electricity. The same disparity in wages, which began
in the 1930s, between the native population and incomers
remains today.96 The average monthly wage of an Eskimo
sea-hunter in 1988 was generally around 80 roubles while
the monthly wage of a Chukotkan miner in 1985 was
around 900 roubles and those of a Norilsk miner in 1990
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around I.700 roubles. The lit ing- conditions of a native ill
the Northern \ illages is three to four times 5501-se than in
the Russian Federation''' iu general. At Vostok cull(ctit('
farm oil Salshalin in 19'11. the distribution of income \vzts
sitililark unequal: :1(i., per cent of natives and :u11%
per cent of non-nati \ es had ,t salary of 2..1(10 roubles or
less. \vhile :5(i.h per cent of 11011-11atk ;Old atilt 1'1.7 per

s1,\ f
I he Halite pOpIllat1011 is able tO 1111d 011k dlc 1(A0:t paid

and 10;1,4 jobs. 1.11C111p10\ alliO11,4St the
5011 their 1.r :1(11(4111a' ati\ C

110011 undernlinOd, declared 1111111-OfitaNC alld shut (10%11.

Ile\ jobs. 1110 NOrtlicill 5C1d0111

oliipric old bccallst, their
train( 1,4 is 55'01.5e and their education of poorer ytalit
but also because main of the k('\ positions in till' \

ittid ()blast administration are taken II', non-Ilan\ es
55 Ii ;tie often prouldiced nittis es For
e\ample. One director of the Iti Ta. lit\ I state Id 1115
svits a native resident:'.

l 11111 reentI\ Imv of 'Northern increments' offered
increase oily to :200 per cent lO long-term contracts

ill the North but \\ zis given old\ tO lll0 111Colllers.
IIP1.5. the lass \\ as liantted but in practice the \\ ag'es still
clif ler. Vor esample. Ill lmual. the incomer still receiS
17(1 per cent more than is paid 101 the same job done in
the rairopeau part of litissia. xvIiile a Ilan\ e is (Mk (11.1(.1%.11

150 per ent C011traliCk (011V('Ilti(n Hit) 01
the 111(Crilati(Mal 1111t)tir 014.111i/,(1iCIFI rIl(
:DI (hat (1(.111,1.11(k (.(111;11 ):!\ inctlt for equal Iabutlr
irrespectie of the \Nod:cr.., ethnic affiliation . On the
kk holt% it is difficlilt 10 find a sillOC till(' ill 111k ColisclIti011
that Ilas not hClal lotatcd ill the \O1111
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GLASNOST AND
BEYOND: 1985-1992
As ltirCad\ StiO\V11. dile \VaS 110 pOslabilitV 1111011 1955 of

qICONtif11111 prOteStint4 or the State since
the latter had a hole .arictv OI instrunwitts to silence
opposition. 55hich it did not hesitate to use. Ilo\ve\ yr,
the mid- 1 t1S(1s. (Nell elements \\ hid]) the Communist
Part\ began to realise that the entire So\ iet stem \vas

moribund. especiall \ in its economic inefficiencies.
(:autious liang.es came initiall\ from the top and. after

Gorbache\ succeeded as (:Ones( Secret:1r\ of the
Communist Part in \larch 1 ttc,.). these acc01,1-;0(.(1.
(:ountless popular movements des eloped throwchout the
('Still democratic. nationalist. en ironntental mid the

situation ra1)i(11\ ((")1, (Ill its °Skil 11101111 111x11(.

Grassroots Protest
(:11,l11,4C C:11111 later ltIld loon' 51055 t for the

than for (lie rest of the ountr.. perhaps
because of the vastm.ss of their territor\ . The caowint;
stcntes 0f tw() Kird,su ski\ Krai
and l'arcit in KionliatIsan Oblast. are helpful to
illiistratim4 the effects of this hinere on the indkrenons
peoples in 12;eneral.

In 1 ¶1;(1. Nanai cooperatie \\ as closed the
local administration in Sikachi- \I \ an. As a result.
finemplo\ men( soared. alcoholism and crime increased
and the ounger people tinned to tici,Jibouring tmvits.
\(\t. the Soiet 55as disbanded :old the
administration itio\ ed to it lart;er linssian settlement The
inhahitants svere forced to hand (net. to the State tak.2:it
land nhich had belote.2.,red to the illage. as \yell in to
nfl their fishing sites to a Stale -o" nod (IIIIPatI\
\Vithout the permission of the Nanais health centres for
.% orkers from neit4hbourinu; to its 55 ere established in ;n(1

around the 5 illx4e. \vith iris ate

ill till' of 19`"9- the Pictun' .111th l\
changed. People beg-an to protest against the 1)111161ft; of
these darbas and health centres and the village council
55 15 A150. a :25-Str011$2; fishims, team 55 as

tO Stipp' \ the illatf,c Vs itlt fish a

colINII-11ti011 Wall! of 1.5 people \vas created to build ne55
houses. l'ilenyloyinent disappeared.

c:iirrentl . the Nattais. main demand is that land vItich
belonv.;ed 1.0 their connitunit before I 9tio should be
restored to them. Nt the same time. the \
administration is stud\ ing the let!,ai problems posed In the
health ce'ntre's and dric/irt.s. The% 550uld like to set it rout
for the land and Ilse the (none\ for the needs of the
illi(e init. if this is refused, diet are read% to take the

11lattC1- 10 ourt id' the 10011) of the \ ssociation of
Northern \

In Kamchatka. as late as the Itaion Council
launched ,1 campaign to shut d0\\11 the villas4e of l'aen
because of its alleged impoitabilits. kt first. the\ tried t()
talk the people 111thi wok lin!, oltintaril\ and to sviteli Iti

the cork of reindeer breeders. Then. vdien the%
threatened to dismantle the electric po\ver plant and

to shut do\vn the shop.



10\\ et Cr. till' times had Cilall 14ed. \\lien the Rai011
(.011111S CallIC to the to 'persuade. and
tilreatell. it llati Illet IA a \Veii-organised rall and posters
sit\ ing. 'The Pc)\ lo tribe skill never lea\ e the land of their
ancestors!' The local and central Press Itc 11111 of the
protests inid published scores of articles and letters from
the villagers. One letter read: The relocation of Pawn
P"I'ulati"" "wit" 1)"11' (It(' Pane" Kth.vaks-
\kill lose our language. our customs. traditions and skills.

(ould be \\ arse than that?. . the joint
011OrtS 01 tile Po\ t \ 10S, till' Pre and politiCiallS.
!MCC SIIeedd in at least tile iiintivation of

Sillittf,C.""

independent pOlitial and social St l'IlCtlirCS ilcgall to
appl'ar 1110)1101011i the \ Ortil and it59 55,15 all especiall\
fruitful ear in this respect. For esample. association
called *lama! for Our I )eseendituts. \vas established \\
llppOsd the l'(011),41al destruction 01 111e 1,(111,11

hi
55 ,1s lonnde(l \\ it]. hi, ail Northern

IR"Pir I"' in the HI` 111111 0l ,npporlioi
their political and cultural actions against the local
IIIINSiall ildlllillititrati011 ill tile North.

In li't)9 lu IN.01paSilelO. of the TOIllsk ()blast. a
cuttstiluciit asscittbk cNiablidird the
Socick (),,, ()HI, 'major dl', alai,H

the restoration of ethnic Sefkup smiets in areas of
high-densit\ Sel'kup In the sante Scar. the
\ssolation of Kola saami \vas set lip I)\ Saitini people.
'The 1ssociation is an independent non-gmernmental
owani/ation (alled lipon to promote the social
and economic de% elopment of this ethnic
preser\ e its traditions based on the hartitom of man and
nature. and to stud\ and declop its ultural and spiritual
1 writ

Another constituent asseinlik took place in the sillinlicr
of 1990 in Prm'alciii\ a (Cluilsotkic. This was the lieu:Mimi
Soviet Of the sl.illios and its 52 dul(".4.11(' (';1101 1101"
important villages in the area. The main goals of the
societx are to figlit for the right of nitti% priorit\ to lamb
usage. for the right to pursue traditional industries. for
the introduction of ta\ation of all organizations using the
land. and For ultnal reki\ al.

First Congress of Northern Minorities
.\ verx important event in the Itiston of Northern
Minot-it\ political struggle occurred in March 199(1 \slim)
the First (:ongress of Northern Minorities tools place ill
Nlosmv. 1)espite an element of go\ ernment manipu-
lation. especiall at the beginning. the Congress overcame
this and adopted several important resolutions as \veil as
establishing the Association of Northern Ntinorities \kith
Vladimir Sangi as chairman. Its goal 5\ as Monti'
formulated:To Unite all our strengths in order to survi\-e..

The delegates stressed that only seen out of the 6
Northern inorities ha\ e formal ethnic autonomous
structures. Therefore. alongside the necessit \ to re-
establish National Ilitions and indigenous village So% lets.
the Congress recommended a return to tribal So\ lets and
(:mincils of Elders its forms of self-ad ti Iin.n.s.ra..(ni
also demanded legal confirmation of traditional land-

usage in aeas populated l)\ the Northern Ntinorities and
that industrial projects in the North should be e.ithiated
I)\ It local indigenous organization. 111115. indigenous
village Soviets should be given eslusive rights to control
hoth land and \vater usitge and reser.ed territories titig,Itt
Ile established to protect traditional life. The Congress
11150 noted a el\ 10\V IC'Vel of 0(111(Ilti011 and
SCIAlCe ;imongst the Northern Min,)rities and called for
special measures concerning their languages and cultures.

The (:(ingress addressed the Soviet Covernment ;Hid
demanded immediate ratification of the 'Conveution
Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples ill
Independent (:ountries'. This had been adopted I)\ the
International Labour Organization ILO' in Juin. 1959
but its principles needed to be obsered throughout the
l'SS11.1"'

C\ el' \Wail in mothers tile NO1111('11 IllaV
be. tile\ do bane stn intelligentsia of their o\vn. including

cll_1;11()%k ritrs. social \\ ()risers. scholars ion]
politicians \\II() II e in the larger cities and have access to
the information and to decision-makers on Northern
Minorit polick. both on it national and international le\ el.
This group. kw-ether \\ id' tile dlICati011ai. eultnr.tl alld
5(1(011 OrkerS ill the glass all n111)(0:1111 part in
10111111latillg and promoting ideas that call help all the
Northern \linnrilies. Endonlite(11\ . their membership
and participation in the tito5 einem is sure to grmv.

Government Actions
discussion of tlu catast rop:Iie situation

ficing the Northern Minorities started ,titer 195.3 and has
alread\ begun to cause changes in gmermiteut pone\
For esample. in the cultiiral sphere. the ( :0unc it 01
Ministers issued an edict in 1959 that school classes in the

1)(ihritit and Ni\ kli languages
sholild he resumed. Ne55 programmes for instruction ill
rcilniccr breecliug. Ii lilting and fur ho Mint; has(' been
1101'0(111('d. NO1'111(111 Ile\\*SpaptI's Wiliil had
been dom.(' in the cart\ I).30.., till oni\ (Accptiolls ere
the 1\1111111S, Nellets all' Li I k I. .11'1' papers arc IRA% simk I\
realli)earl I lg.

In ..1.11,411St 19Y). tlIC l':\ National Haien 55115
established. it 55as the first in several decades , old ser\ es a
compact group of alumt 1 .1100 F.\ ens 5\111) e in a
territor. of 5.(100 s(j. km. The National f1,ti0ll is a
reserked area and the !talon Soviet has a deciding Note
all questions of industrial alit other do\ elopment ill the
region. The right ()Idle 1.eils to their traditional 55,15 ()I'
life is secured k local kis\

lit 1990. the So\ let Parliament passed tso 5

has(' a direct bearing on the "Northern \linorth situation.
One of these. 'On General Principles of 1,1)1 .a1 Sell-
\dininistration. .\ contains se\ tral sections
hih can be tised 115 the Northern !jimmies to imprme

their situation.

secti-in . Paragraph :3 states: 'Village Soviet. settlement.
Hanoi. t()%\ n and part of t0\1'll Call be considered as
pritu,trs territorial units 01 self-alilllilliNtrat1011: "Phis

all etillli gr011p l0 ("stabliSil its 11\5 II .1(1111illistrati\ C
110d\ 5\111(11 \\ gentile.



Section 8 sets an economic basis for self-administration:
natural resources (land, minerals, water, forests, vegetable
and animal life), communal and other property is to serve
as a source of local income and to satisfy the social and
economic needs of the population of a given territory.

Section 11 states: 'Economic relations between local
administrations and industrial enterprises, and
organizations that are not communal property, should be
based on taxation and agreements.'

Section 23 is also very important: 'The establishment and
reorganization of industrial and social enterprises that are
using natural resources of a given' territory should be
carried out only in accordance with the consent of local
Soviets... Enterprises... irrespective of their affiliation...
should get permission from the local Soviet for any kind
of activity affecting the ecology, demography etc. of a
given territory.'

The other law passed in 1990, 'On Free Ethnic Develop-
ment of the Citizens of the USSR who Live outside their
Ethnic Territories or have no such Territories within the
USSR' (26 April), is even more important. This allows for
the establishment, in areas which are heavily populated by
an ethnic group, of indigenous territorial units like
National Raions and indigenous village Soviets. These can
be created if, through an expression of free will, the
majority of the population demands them (Section 7). At
the same time, an ethnic territorial unit may he
established if an ethnic group does not constitute a
majority of the population; an extremely important
provision for the majority of the Northern Minority
population at the end of the 20th Century.

The political situation in the Russian Federation is now
changing rapidly since normal political life has emerged
from fear and muteness. After the 1989 elections to the
Supreme Soviet (the Union Parliament), many deputies
began to make public the violations of human and
indigenous rights that had been occurring in the North
for decades. Papers and journals were filled with inquiries
from deputies and perplexed and helpless replies from
ministers, who had previously been accustomed to
accounting only to the Communist Party. As a result,
many industrial projects in the North were cancelled or
suspended.

The establishment of the Association of Northern
Minorities became a powerful stimulus for political
movements of Northern Minorities all over the country.
Groups of qualified experts worked on the legal,
economic, ecological and social aspects of the Northern
Minorities' situation. New laws provided the indigenous
peoples, at least theoretically, with a vastly improved legal
standing.

in December 1991, the USSR finally broke apart. The
new Russian State, formerly the Russian Federation, took
over all the international and internal obligations and
problems of the former USSR, including those of the
Northern Minorities. However, much of the former
opposition is still in existence in the form of the Oblast,
Okrug and Raion administrations and the industrial lobby.
The major economic switch from a centralized economy
to a free market one are bound to affect the Northern
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Minorities, as it will all the population, although the long-
term effects will take some time to emerge.

The actual situation of the indigenous peoples has yet to
change dramatically but today there is hope that,
protected by consistent laws and assisted by a free press
that gives their voices a chance to be heard, Russia's
native peoples will find the moral strength to rise from
the catastrophic situation in which they have found
themselves after 70 years of totalitarian rule.



THE WAY AHEAD
Much of what has happened in the North probably could
not have been avoided. The incomers would have arrived
in any case: the industrial development, timber cutting,
oil and gas extraction would have started under any
conditions; the influence of the Russian language and the
process of cultural divergence were inevitable.
Developments like these take place all over the world.
and it would be naive to pretend that they can be
reversed or ignored. One estimate is that up to .50 per
cent of the world's languages will become extinct during
the coining centurv.m

Is There Hope for Northern Minorities?
Governmental wisdom is needed, together with
knowledge and patience. to make the process of
development as least painful and complicated as possible
for indigenous peoples. The world presents many different
models and patterns of transition. For example. in
Greenland, Denmark conducted for centuries a policy of
total governmental control over all the native populations'
contacts with the outside world. The United States and
Australia chose to set up reserves for their remaining
indigenous peoples. Today, these three countries are
attempting to rectify the mistakes of the past.

Unfortunately, the Soviet experience seems to be the least
successful. Instead of trying to mitigate the negative
consequences of its policies, government actions have
reinforced and intensified them by speeding up assimi-
lation and by aiding the disintegration of traditional social
organizations, cultures and indigenous languages. Its
obvious ultimate goal was the 'melting down' of various
ethnic groups into one single unit. 'the Soviet people'.

It is possible that the original intentions were good. Those
who determined the policies in the North may have
believed quite sincerely that they were beneficial: that the
Nivkhs of' Sakhalin would be more comfortable in larger
modern settlements; that the Eskimos. born sea-hunters,
needed protection and should not be allowed to hunt in
their skin-boats for their own security; that the Naukan
Eskimos would be happy to leave their cliffs and settle
down in a Chukchee village. However, even good
intentions, implemented by force, unsupported by
knowledge. and without an effective mechanism of two-
wav communication between the central power and the
people, inevitablY. fail.

This failure was marked by the fact that the Northern
Minorities had no administrative territorial units and local
organs of power that could secure their rights and protect
traditional forms of economic. social and cultural life in
accordance with an effective legal code. From the late
1920s. all the essential decisions in the North were made at
higher administrative levels: in Oblast. Republic, Central
Parliament. Ministries, or, more often. Communist Party
strictures.

The Northern Minorities suffered from the same tragic
consequences of the totalitarian Communism that
embraced the whole country. However, since they were
small in number and much more vulnerable, the pressure
on them was much stronger.
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`The people of the North lice a completely
different life compared to other peoples of the
USSR, to the extent that the constitutional
equal rights they have do not mean real
equality. Special protection is needed of their
environment, their way of life, their right to
control their economic development."

To find a way forward, great efforts are needed. Much
work will he required from the orthern Minorities
themselves, as well as the special attention and
professional work of experts and politicians over the
coming Years.

Possible Solutions
One possible solution may he in reserved territories of a
specific type. This is partly a revival of Vladimir Bogoraz's
approach which he formulated in the early 1920s. that the
only way to protect and save the native peoples was to
establish and secure by law special areas of taiga and
tundra, rivers and seas. for their exclusive use. These
ideas, that would have been considered 'seditious' and
'anti-Soviet' before 1985, are today rapidly gaining
support.

Yet, in fact, over a decade before glasnost, the creation of
reserves had been tentatively suggested. For example, in
1970, a Leningrad biologist, B.A. Tikhomirov, recom-
mended the establishment of a chain of national parks on
the Taymyr Peninsula where only the Northern
Minorities would be allowed to hunt. This suggestion.
presented to an academic symposium on wild reindeer,
was heavily criticized as 'propaganda of reserves', and was
never publishedim Similar ideas applying to other areas
came from a Leningrad linguist and anthropologist, E.A.
Kreinbvich, but were not published either.

The concept of' 'biosphere' national parks was also put
forward. In the early 1980s. Soviet economist N.I.
Chesnokov. proposed the establishment in western
Siberia of a network of a new type of national parks.
which were to include both territories reserved for the
traditional economic and cultural activities of Northern
Minorities, including hunting, and also areas where
hunting, fishing and even entry would be forbidden to
anyone.

When. in 1982-5. such a national park was established
close to the border of Evenk Autonomous Okrug and
Tonikhan Kral, it included a 'core' where no hunting was
allowed and also large parcels of land for Kets. Evenks
and Serkups.in Professor L.S. Bogoslovska a. a Moscow
ecologist. and her colleagues are working on plans for a
similar national park i'Beringid; to cover the ethnic
territory of the Eskimos and the Maritime Chukchee in
south-eastern Chukotka and south-western Alaska.
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The Samotlor Practicum
In 1989, a representative meeting of 35 scholars expert on
the Northern Minorities took place in Tyumen.112 The
'Samotlor Practicum' suggested three possible paths for
the future evolution of the North. The first was 'non-
interference'. the seeow.1 was 'reserved territories' and the
third was 'cultural assimilation', The majority of the
experts voted, with certain additions and changes, for the

second path.

They stressed f hat the previous paternalistic approach of
'Big Brother' was both immoral and non-productive and
that Pvery ethnic group, like every individual, should have

a right to choose between a traditional and a modern way
of life (or a combination of the two). This choice should
not be offered only once in a lifetime but opportunities
for choosing either way should be permanently availAble.

One group of experts (L. Bogoslovskava, V. Kalvakin, I.
Krupnik, V. Lebedev, A. Pika) insisted that the concept of
'ethnic territories' and the basic idea of the priority of
indigenous subsistence and economic activities should be

legally recognized and secured by law. They suggested
any future law should contain the following principles in
order to regulate relations between indigenous peoples

and the State:

1 A Northern Minority village that traditionally uses
certain land, forest, tundra. river, etc. should have the
deciding vote in all questions of allocations of these

territories to any industrial enterprise or ministry.

2 Any 'amalgamation', relocation, liquidation of villages

by an outside decision should be legally forbidden.

3 The environmental protection law should be extended

to cover preservation of traditional industries and
subsistence systems.

4 General, large-scale programmes for the economic
and social development of the North should be
replaced by specific small-scale projects for smaller

areas, with careful regard to specific ecological
systems and traditions.

5 Large-scale industrial projects in the North should he
submitted not only to independent ecologists but also

to independent ethnologists.n 3

Many experts from the Samotlor Practicum agreed that

Northern Minorities should be given effective instru-
ments with which to choose their future themselves, such

as referenda. Theoretically, the idea of self-determination
is an excellent one, but considering the immense social,

cultural and psychological effects of totalitarianism, are
the Northern Minorities still capable of finding enough

energy and knowledge to take their destiny completely
into their own hands?

In all probability, some outside help will be needed.
including economic assistance as well as social and psy-
chological support. in order to restore the initiative and to

return the native people socially and psychologically to
the integrity of the early 1920s.

All the experts came to the conclusion that every attempt

to improve the situation of the Northern Minorities would
be ineffective without profound legislative change. First,

the areas populated by the indigenous peoples must be
given effective autonomy. They must also be as decen-
tralized as possible. in the form of indigenous Raions or,
preferably, indigenous villages/Soviets. These should be
underpinned by two principles: legal guarantees to land
and budgetary allocations made directly to the minorities.
The first principle would include a government pro-
gramme to support the traditional use of land and
resources. It would contain legal guarantees of rights to
an indigenous area, Raion, village etc. as well as a final
veto on forced alienation or rental of land in any form and
for any purposes. The establishment of the Even-Bvtantai
National Raion in 1989 was a step towards this goal.

The second principle of budgetary allocations creates
complications. At present. when the central government
(be it Soviet or Russian) allots certain funding with the
aim to 'secure development of the areas populated by
Northern Minorities', the money almost invariably goes to
the existing industrial and agricultural structures of the
Raion, Okrug or Oblast: factories, collective and state
farms, where the Northern Minorities are often a
minority.

To reverse this, compensations and royalties should be

paid directly to Northern Minorities, both to recompense
the people for past exploitation and damage and to pay for
future use of their natural resources. In addition. they
should be allotted not a proportional part of' the national
budget hut, in accordance with European experience of
regional support. a larger share: after all, they are much
more vulnerable and comparatively poorer than the rest

of the population.

However, the main problem is not the amount of money
but its distribution for, at present, the latter remains
under the full control of Oblast, Okrug and Raion
administrations and these include very few indigenous
representatives. Even if' the compensations are paid. they
will be channelled to build housing and new public
buildings in larger settlements and towns, to improve the
road system in and around the towns. to import furniture,
food, clothes, cars and so on. They will never be used to
support the development of traditional indigenous
villages, life or cultures.

It is understandable perhaps that the democratically
elected Oblast government should try to satisfy the needs

of the majority but the rights of the Northern Minorities
can never be secured if they are not protected by special
laws aimed at putting them in a privileged position. This

is the only effective instrument to secure equality. The
importance and indispensability of special legislation for
the Northern Minorities has become self-evident.

Language and Culture
Although the languages of the Northern Minorities are
taught in schools in the Noi th. education in its present
form can provide little or no support for their preser-
vation. There is a shortages of teachers, schools and
books. The teachers are often young people who are
themselves not proficient in the Northern Minority
languages while the techniques of teaching them as
'mother-tongues' through primers, reading and writing, a
technique which was developed in the 1930s, is now



hopelessly outdated.

In Surgut and Nizhnevartovsk (inhabited by the Khants),
there was not one qualified Khant-speaking educationalist
in 1988. No Yukagir language teacher could he found for
the primary school in Nelemnove in 1987 and no Aleut
language teacher could be found for Nikolskove school in
1984. In 1991, when an announcer for the Anadyr -based
Eskimo language radio programme retired, no substitute
could he found.

The terrible blows suffered by the Northern Minorities
may prove to he fatal for many of their languages. Yet it
may not he too late for some of these to be revitalized, as
has happened elsewhere in the world. Referring to the
Canadian Inuits, Louis-Jacques Dorais states:

'the future of Inuit language and culture is
linked to the preservation of a strong local
identity, which, in turn, stems from a world-
view where native and non-native knowledge
are harmoniously integrated.'"4

Even so. the complete loss of their native language by the
younger generation does not necessarily signify total
assimilation and loss of ethnic identity. Evenks in
Burvativa, for whom either Russian or Burcat is now their
native tongae, still consider themselves Evenk. The
Nenets, assimilated linguistically to the Komi, call
themselves Nenets. The Eskimos who now speak only
Russian identify themselves as Eskimos.''' To build on
the remaining languages, whatever they may he, provides
hope for the cultural survival of the Northern Minorities.



DIRECTIONS FOR
THE FUTURE
Trite (')II"Ps 4°R' totalitarian s\ steno h"s opened
possibilities for positive change for the Northern
Minorities, to acknoxvIedge past inistak.es mid to introduce

puj,,qt.s.

it Illa\ already be too late. For many there is still a future
if the Coxerument \yill act xvith sufficient ontinittin.nt

aml vigour on their behalf, taking into onsidcration both
the needs e\pressed by the Northern Minorities
themselves and the recommendations of independent
experts and non-governmental org;anizations.

Political and Legal Rights
maw Reserved territories in the form of biosphere
national parks sithin Russia should he established fO the
c\hisik use oldie Northern Nlinorities.

sol. All territorial rights should be enshrined in legal
instruments. and be capable of being enforced through
legal means. International legal standards should be

olts(Ty(.(1.

NEN .\ amalgamation, relocation or liquidation of
Northent Nlinoritx communities b\ an ()inside decision.
however important these might be considered for
industrial. military or other (les elopment. should be

forbidden.

mow Northern Nlitiorit ommunities N/10111(1 Week!'
hived Share Of the l ltioual budget (111-etIV. not slit

Raton or ()111:0,1 1)0(11t:.

MEI The administration of the Northern Nlinorities.
territories should. as far as possible. be decentralized to
communitx lesel in order to benefit indigenous
p(ipidations.

non Independent social 11105(.111(1as and inni-gm ern-
mental organizations of the Northern Minorities should
receive governmental support and serve as mediators

bet \\veil the Government the Northern peoples.

=NI NVithin the Russian State. the Northern Nlinorities
should ha\ e special protection (group rights 1 as

linder)rivilegml minority groups.

Economic Rights
sow Tilt Northern Minorities hint' lisecl on the
resources of their lands for centuries and should bane
legal and inalienable rights user traditional territories.
resources and activities.

No new large-scale economic projects should be

permitted in the ten itories inhabited by the Northern
Nlinorities without their consent. All itmv projects should

be subject to esaluation and discussion by the northern
people and independent experts and. as ;I final measure.
to a binding yet() is the concerned ottimimit.

EN= All economic projects presentl in operation should
be re-evaluated lis the Northern Minorities' local
.itdinirtistative bodies as vll as independent experts to
deft rtnine likeIN ethnological and ecological costs to the

people and the environment.

small and
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Imo The environmental damage inflicted through past
industrial development ;ind resource cstation should be
acknowledged bs the State and the principle ()I'
compensation should be accepted.

Imo The Environment Preseration law should be
estendecl to cover preservation of traditional industries
and subsistence systems.

1. The Northern Maturities should have equality in

emplos mem. earnings and social benefits with other

Language and Cultural Rights
aro The local administratise bodies of the Northern
Nlinorities should have control over cultural. educational
and language matters their jurisdiction.

Imo test of indigenous languages should be
promoted \vithin local communities and. where possible,
in gosenmnt and regional affairs.

woml lnciigenoas languages slumld, \vh("ivcr possible. be
an equal medium ()I' instruction in primary education
along vitli Russian. and their use at secondary anti higher
les els shoul(1 be encouraged.

\\..)1f.' shonitl c011(11111 011 developing. \vrittn
language forms and literatures for all Northern Minorit\
languages. Nes\ teaching methods and materials should
be tics eloped and used in schools.

ow= Education of the Northern NI inorit \ children
should encourage a sense or pride in. and identily
their mvit language. culture and \vas of life.

INN In the settled areas. the boarding-school s\ stem
should be ended initnediatelx for all Northern Nlinorit
children and alternative emmininit -based systems should
Ile de\ eloped. For the noinadic population this s\ stem
should be kept mil\ \viler(' absolotek necessary.

mil flit is neessa for older children to he educated
ass a from theft home for esteinhl perio(k and

ommunitx links should be maintained,

mws \II legislation :Ind instructions relating to the
Northern Nlinorities should be published in Russian and.
\\ here possible, also in indigenous languages and be

a v a i l a b l e to local administrators and local people.

am The Russian Government shoul(1 educate all other
communities about the Northern Nlinorities in order to
lessen prejudice and discrimination against them.

International Rights
MN The S1101111.1S1111111it its .111inin-

istration of the Northern Nlinorities to outside serntinv.
including the t.N NVorking, (:runup on Indigenous
Populations. as Yell its 111(lpell(111 academic and non-
governmental organizations syorldwkle.

nom The Russian Government should ruffs and obserse
all international conventions sylticIt affect indigenous
populations.

0
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ABOUT MINORITY
RIGHTS GROUP
REPORTS

\linorit% ;Foul) heL;an publishing in l970
(her t\vo decades and ninety titles later. \ 1 11( :'s series of
reports are \viclel\ reounii.ed internationally as author-
itati\ e. accurate and ohjecti\ c documents on the rights of
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HIDDEN FROM
HISTORY

Eli'Northern Minorities' is the official term given to the 26
small tribal groups who live in the vast region across
northern Russia 58 per cent of the new Russian State.
Almost everywhere they are a small minority, outnumbered
by Russian and other settlers. For many years they were
hidden from the outside world.

Like many other indigenous peoples, the Northern
Minorities have suffered grave abuses of the.- human rights.
Their lands are exploited, their rivers and soils are poisoned
and polluted, their languages and cultures repressed and
derided. For 70 years their lives were shaped by a
totalitarian Communist State which promotedRussian
language and culture in the name of 'equality'. They become
a powerless minority in their own land.

THE NATIVE PEOPLES OF THE RUSSIAN FAR
NORTH outlines the background and history of the
Northern Minorities, the effects of Communist policies and
practices, the coming of glasnost and the reawakening of
native political activism. Written by Dr Nikolai Vakhtin, a
Russian linguist and ethnologist, this detailed report is a
fascinating account of a land and a people who, against all
odds, have survived in a totalitarian system and are today
facing new pressures.

ISBN 0 946690 95 2

An indispensable resource, sympathetic yet objective,
which will prove of great value to students, academics,
development agencies, governments and all those
interested in minorities.
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